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CHAPTER 1. 
STATEMENT OF ~HE PROBLEM. 
1.1 INTRODUCTION. 
A detailed understanding of the humqn locomotor 
system is essential before work can be done to rectify 
damage to any part of it. Although the integrated. 
locomotor process, which is simply the forward prop-
ulsion of a person, seems a very simple activity, 
the individual parameters are many, ~nd interwoven 
with a tremendous amount of complexity. Slight 
variations in the shape of a bone, or the ineffect-
iveness of a single muscle might comp~~tely unbalance 
the system and make the simple wc3:lking process a ve~y 
difficult or painful affair. 
A detailed knowledge of these parameters is 
necessary for professionals who attempt to assist 
amputees, paraplegics, deformed or even only rhe~xnatoi~ 
people to walk again or just move around. Amo~g 
these professionals is the surgeon who undertakes 
surgical procedures to improve the function of damaged 
sections of the system. There is the physiotherapist 
who supplies addaptive functional training to the 
patient; and then the bio-engineer who designs limb 
prostheses or splints for support and assistance or 
maybe even a muscle stimulator for a paralysed muscle. 
1.2 HUMAN LOCOMOTION. 
The parameters studied in human locomotion are many 
and varied. They include such aspects as the varia~ 
tion of the angles subtended between limb segment$, 
the curves joints trace through space during walking, 
the forces exerted on the sole of the fqot and the 
phasic activity of the muscles. Some of the moni~ 
tored parameters might seem extremely isolated and 
of no specific use, but gait abnormalities m~ght be · 
shown up very markedly by an abnormal variation in 
certain parameters. This factor could be used to 
advantage as a clinical tool in the assisted diagnosis, 
of certain locomotor ailments. 
· ... ··· 
1.2.1 PRINCESS ALICE HOSPITAL RESEARCH PROJECT. 
The locomotion research project of the Department 
of Bio-engineering and Medical: Physics is at present 
stationed at Princess Alice Hospital. At the 
moment the main aspects of this project are: 
a) E.M.G. STUDIES. 
The system has six available information 
channels. Four of these are used for e.m.g. in~or­
mation and two for footswitch patterns to reference 
the e.m.g.s. Facilities exist to get the subject 
to walk at fixed speeds or fixed pace frequencies. 
The monitoring is done either on ultra-violet paper 
or on a fourteen-channel mag11;etic tape-recorder, of 
which, however, only eight can be used. 
A computer programme has been developed for the 
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analysis of this data and the determination of the 
phasic activity of the muscles. A laboratory 
technical report by Hershler, C., McConnell, V.A., 
and Milner, M~ (1972) , contains a detailed analysis 
of this work. 
b) STROBE PHOTOGRAPHY. 
A stroboscope with a long exposure camera has 
been set up which traces the trajectories of certain 
fixed points on a subject through space;:viz., 
shoulder, hip, knee, ankle and toe. A computer 
programme has also been developed in the Department 
which uses these input data for determining the 
variation of angles subtended between the various 
limb·· segments. A detailed analysis of this work 
appears in papers by Milner, M., Wilberforce, C.B.A., 
and Brennan, P.K .. , (1972), and Hershler, C., 
McConnell,V.A., and Milner, M. (1972). 
1. 3 E . r·1. G. TELEMETRY. 
The system for measuring e.m.g.s being used at 
Princess Alice Hospital has a differential amplifier 
mounted next to each muscle, and a set of long 
leads connected from the patient via a £reely 
swinging beam to the recording apparatus. Section 
One of this thesis was the design of a telemetry 
system to bypass these connecting wires. (A full 
investigation of the advantages of using telemetry 
here is discussed in Chapter 4.) 
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1.4 MUSCLE STIHULATION SYSTEM. 
It is possible in the case of paralysed patients~ 
where paralysis is due to a nervous dysfunction, to 
bypass the normal nerve channel and stimulate the 
muscle directly with an electrical stimulus. A 
certain number of practical systems have been built 
for hemiplegic patients, i.e., people who are para-
lysed on one side only. In the design of a muscle 
stimulus system, the engineer relies heavily on 
the type of information mentioned in the previous 
paragraphs. (A detailed discussion of this work is 
given in Chapter 8.) 
Several systems have been designed for the 
purpose of stimulating the tibialis anterior muscles 
of hemiplegics. Section Two of this thesis contains 
the development of this type of system to satisfy 
the stimulation requirements of the gastrocnemius 
and quadriceps muscle groups. 
2~1 INTRODUCTION. 
CHAPTER 2. 
THE E.H.G. 
Perhaps one of the most fascinating aspects of 
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modern science is the unity it brings to all know-
ledge. The fact that a muscle movement may mani-
fest itself as an electric signal reveals links 
between two branches of science which might outwardly 
seem to be completely independent. Perhaps this 
justifies the changing of an old saying to "No science 
is an island." It is of importance then, for a 
sufficient understanding of this thesis and the 
reasons for doing it, to realise exactly how the 
above link takes place. 
2.2 THE CELL. 
Basically the human cell consists of a nucleus 
surrounded by the cytoplasm. The whole cell is then 
separated off from the surrounding fluid by the cell 
membrane. Due to the structure of the membrane, 
a resting potential of approximately 80 rnV. exists 
across it making the inside negative with respect to 
the outside. The actual mechanisms involved are 
rather complex and still not fully understood, but 
an idea of the mechanism might be gained by considering 
it in the follovling simple manner. 
Both the fluids on the inside and the outside 
of the cell membrane are rather complex electrolytic 
-· 
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solutions containing both Potassium (K+) and 
Sodium (Na+) ions. Now, there exists two "pumps": 
a Sodium pump, pumping all the Na+ ions but of.l, the 
cell and a Potassium pump, pumping all the K~ ions 
into the cell. The ions then diffuse back in the 
opposite direction due to the concentration gradients 
set up by these pumps. The permeability or conductance 
of the membrane is, however, less for Na+ ions than 
K+ ions, allowing less of them back in, and so in 
the equilibrium situation, we have an excess of 
positive ions on the outside of the membrane creating 
a potential across it. 
2.3 THE ACTION POTENTIAL AND ITS PROPAGATION. 
When the membrane is excited or stimulated in some 
fashion, e.g., chemically or electrically, the 
permeability .. of the membrane to Na+ ions increases 
several thousand-fold and the Na+ ions rush in, 
because of the resting potential, causing the inside 
to go positive with respect to the outside. Due 
to the electrical gradient thus formed and the fact 
that now the membrane also becomes even more permeable 
to K+ ions, these rush outwards to bring the potential 
back to its resting potential. At this moment, then, 
the membrane loses its increased permeability and 
after a short time the concentrations on both sides 
of the membrane return to their initial values. 
The whole potential change lasts a fraction of a 
millisecond and varies slightly with temperature. 
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The effect may be seen clearly in Fig. 2.1. 
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Fig. 2 .1 
An important property of the action potential is its 
all-or-none law. That is, it has a certain set 
magnitude and shape independent of the size of the 
stimulus, but there is a certain critical level of 
stimulation before it occurs. 
Once an action potential is generated at a 
certain point on the membrane, it automatically 
propagates along the membrane in both directions. 
Referring to Fig. 2~2, we can see that due to the 
presence of the action potential at a point on the 
membrane, a local circuit of current flow between 
the depolarised and the polarised areas of the 
membrane occurs. This current flow now changes 
the permeability of the previously unaffected mem-
brane area and so the action potential is propagated 
along the membrane surface. 
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Fig. 2.2 
2.4 THE NERVE FIBRE. 
The nerve cell, like all other cells, consists of 
a nucleus and a membrane. However, its shape is 
quite unique in that it consists of a cell body with 
a long thin snake-like fibre, called an axon. 
These axons may be up to three metres in length. 
Little fibrils or dendrites protrude from the cell 
8 
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heaa and it on these that the axons of other ne+ves 
connect. At the end of this line, the final axon is 
connected to the muscle fibre which it controls. 
Fig. 2.3 
The nerve cell propagates its implirlses in the 
manner described above. 
2.5 THE MUSCLE FIBRE. 
The muscle fibres are about 30 mm. lon9 with a width 
of approximately 100 microns. ·-Here again the 
formation ahd propagation of the action potential is 
the same as in that of any other cells, except that 
its duration is about 5 to 10 msec:;:., compared to 
0.5 msec. in the case of the nerve fibre. 
Now as the action potential passes along the 
muscle fibre, it causes it to contract. This 
contraction occurs about 3 msec. after the initi&t!on 
of the action potential and the fibres shorten to 
about 57% of their rest length. Once again, the 
exact mechanism involved here is not entirely 
understood. It is this contraction of the muscle 
fibres which gives us the ability to move, our heart 
the ability to pump, and so on. And the potential 
which can be monitored on the skin surface during the 
10 
contraction is due to the propagation of the action 
potential along the fibres. 
2.6 tHE ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC POTENTIAL. (e.m.g.) 
2.6.1 HISTORY. 
The relation between electricity and muscle 
contracti6n was first postulated by Luigi Galvani 
in 1786 with his famous frogs-legs experiment. 
However, initial studie~ of the e.m.g.s themselves 
were only begun about forty years ago by the neuro-
-·· 
physiologists, Adrian and Bronk. Their equipment 
was, however, very primitive and it was only after 
th~ Second World War with the improveme .. pt in electronic 
.... .· 
techniques that analysis of any r~al import~nce 
could be done. The first study to gain wide accept ... 
ance was that of Inman, Saunders, and Abbot in 1944, 
which reported their work on muscles in the shoulder 
region. 
2.6.2 THE MOTOR UNIT. 
The smooth contraction of the muscle which we 
observe from the outside is actually the integrated 
effect of the staccato-like contractions of many 
fipres, all firing individually, in a very.random 
manner. Now, this random contraction occurs usua11y 
in small groups of fibres, and not each individually 
since each nerve axon controls a whole group of 
muscle fibres, not just one. The motor unit, there-
.11 
fore, consists essentially of the perve cell body, 
the axon, its branches, and the muscle fibres that 
they end on. For smooth contractions, therefore, there 
must be complete assymetry between the firing of the 
different motor units. If the coptractions were 
synchronous, as sometimes occurs, under abnormal 
conditions, a visible tremor results. 
The number of muscle fibres per motor unit 
varies greatly from muscle to muscle and is dependent 
to a large degree on the accuracy or fineness of 
the activity being controlled by that muscle. 
Consequently, for activities such as eye movementf 
finger movements, and limb movements, there would 
'\ 
·.~~·· .· 
be an inqreasing number of fibres peimotor unit. 
Feinstein et al (1955) repo~ted finding the number to 
be 108 in the first lumbrical of the hand, and 2000 
in the medial head of the gastrocnemius. To get an 
idea of the approximate strength of a single motor 
unit it is interesting to note that Basmajian (1967) 
mentions that a slightly visible movement of a qpanned 
joint has sometimes been noted with the stimulation 
of one motor unit only. 
The frequency with which the motor units contract 
vary randomly~ but there seems to be an upper limit 
in man of about 50 cycles/sec. This limit is obviously 
a physiological one and is depepdent on both the 
time necessary for cells to recover and on the fatigue 
of both the muscles and the cells. Fatigue is a 
2.6.3 
rather complex phenomenon and its analysis does 
not fall into the scope here. However, it is 
important to note that fatigue will decrease the 
frequency of firing. This frequency can to a certain 
degree, be consciously controlled by ·man, since by 
increasing the frequency, stronger contractions 
result. As the force of the contraction is increased, 
all the motor units increase their frequency of 
firing. There is apparently some inbuilt control in 
the order of firing of motor units to minimise 
fatigue. 
The various fibres of each motor unit are 
interspaced, not lying all lumped together. Buchtal, 
Gould and Rosenfalck (1957) have shown that this 
distributed area is about 5 rom. in diameter in the 
human biceps. 
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE E.M.G. SIGNAL. 
The recorded e.m.g. may thus be regarded as an 
electrical· picture of the state of contraction of 
the muscle or, similarly, as the electrical input to 
a tension transducer, the muscle. The actual 
relationship between the electrical signal and the 
output tension level is quite complex. However, 
Bigland and Lippold (1954) have shown that the 
integrated e.m.g. activity is very nearly linearly 
proportional to the tension exerted by the muscle. 
Th~~ relationship may be seen in Fig. 2.4. 
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Fig. 2. 4 
Several experimenters have tried analysing 
the frequency spectrum with a view to determining 
the number of motor units that were firing and 
whether they were firing synchronously or asynch-
ronously, since this could provide an idea of the 
state of the muscle. A simpler method than this 
is the counting of the zero crossover points of 
the e.m.g. signal. Positive results have been 
13 
.. 
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obtained with this method by R.D. Fusfeld (1972). 
He also used this method with the first and second 
derivatives of the e.m.g. signal and with these 
results was able to determine an even better 
co~relation between zero crossover counts and 
certain muscular diseases and disorders.· 
2. 6. 4 ..• ; .. CONCLUSION. 
Keeping all the above discussions in m:Lnd, 
it is quite obvious that the varying signal:which 
can be monitored on the surface of the skin or 
(using implanted electrodes) on the surface of 
the muscle is just a summation of many ~otor unit 
· .... ··· 
potentials, and that through the monitoring and 
analysis of this signal, information can be gainec;l 
both of the state of the muscle and its activity~·:"" ·' 
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CHAPTER 3. 
LITERATURE SURVEY OF TELEMETRY IN HUMAN GAIT STUDIES. 
3.1 INTRODUCTION. 
Telemetry, or the transmission of electrical signals 
by a radio link, is a well-established technique, 
finding its origins with the invention of wireless 
transmissions at the turn of the century. Its 
application to the field of Biology and Medicine was, 
however, very limited until after the Second World 
War, when, with the invention of the transistor, 
small battery-operated transmission systems became 
practically possible. 
Since then, hundreds of different systems, 
collectively termed bio-telemetry systems, have 
been designed arid built for transmitting various 
physiolog~cal parameters such as temperature, pressure, 
or e.c.g.s. Most of these systems, however, were 
designed specifically for a certain application, 
(1972). The publication, "Bio-medical Telemetry" by 
Professor R.S. Mackay, now in its second edition, 
has also been of tremendous assistance in the 
improved channelling of this knowledge. 
3.2 HUMAN LOCOMOTION STUDIES. 
The variables of interest in the analysis of human 
locomotion are many and varied. They include 
parameters such as the trajectories of various 
joints, the activity of various muscles, the relative 
angles between various ld.!mb portions, and so on. Of 
these, the most amenable to improved study with the 
a,id of telemetry are e.m.g. potentials, foot-ground 
contact patterns and, perhaps in a limited way, the 
ground pressure profiles. Much work has been done 
in analysing these variables with direct wire systems. 
Some significant studies of this type have been: 
Report of Fundamental Studies of Human Locomotion, 
Relating to the Design of Artificial Limbs{l947); 
Sheffield, Gersten and Mastellone, (1956); Milner, 
Quanbury and Basmajian, (1970). 
3.3 E.M.G. TRANSMISSION. 
The first attempt, however, at the actual tele-
metering of e.m.g. signals, was the system of 
Battye and Joseph (1965). This system consisted 
of a V.H.F. transmitter with a single F.M. channel. 
The frequency bandwidth of the single channel was 
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55 Hz. to 4.5 KHz., the authors having felt this 
to be sufficient for e~m.g. analysis. The system 
had a range of Sd metres in air. It was used by 
Battye and Joseph for monitoring the following 
muscles:- tibialis anterior, different portions of 
the quadriceps muscle group, the hip flexors and 
the gluteus medius and maximus. The great draw-
back of their system was the inability for simul-
taneous monitoring of several muscles. Another 
system designed for monitoring e.m.g. potentials 
is that of Hirsch, Kaiser and Petersen, (1966). 
The monitored e.m.g.s here were used for controlling 
a prosthesis and not for analysis, and hence an 
implant was used. This system was a passive system 
having the necessary power transmitted to an 
implanted receiver and the e.m.g. transmitted out 
as a modulation on a different frequency. 
Other systems have been designed since the 
one described above by Battye and Joseph, in which 
several channels were multiplexed. These systems 
were, however, not specifically designed for e.m.g. 
transmission and the channels had only sufficient 
bandwidth to accommodate part of the wide band of 
e.m.g. signals. Notable among these are that of 
H. Fischler, N. Pe led and S. Yerushalmi, (196 7) , 
who constructed a six-channel F.M./F.M. system 
with signal channel bandwidths of 500Hz.; and 
R.D. Robrock 11, W.H. Ko, (1967), whose F.M./F.M. 
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system also had signal channels each with bandwidths 
of approximately 500Hz. 
A multi-channel system specifically designed 
with large channel bandwidths required for e.m.g. 
analysis has, however, not been designed, and would 
hence be a useful next step. 
3. 4 FOOT-GROUND CONTACT TRANSti!ISSION. 
Foot-ground contact is an extremely important 
parameter to monitor in order that the e.m.g.s 
of the various muscles may be referenced to the 
swing and stance phases of the walking pattern. 
In direct line systems, metal walkways with 
conductive strips attached_to the shoes have been 
used by many groups, vi.z., Schwartz et al, ( 19 34) , 
Smith et al, (1960) ,·and Milner (1970). Using a 
similar method, variable capacitive_walkways have 
been designed by Jones et al, (1966). These, 
however, do not lend themselves to the ease of 
portability offered by telemetry. Battye and 
Joseph in their system made use of photographic 
techniques to determine foot-ground contact, but 
this method has a rather limited use and does not 
yield the information in a readily usable form. 
A compact transmitter oscillator was designed 
by Herron et al, (1967). This could be placed in 
the heel of a shoe and ground contact was indicated 
by the presence or absence of the transmitted signal. 
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-An improvement on this system has just been 
perfected by Winter et al, (l972) in which a whole 
array of micro-switches were embedded in the sole 
of a shoe. These were arranged together with a· 
resistor network to give varying output voltage 
levels and the information was transmitted by 
means of, an F.M./F.M. telemetering system. This 
system not only permitted referencing foot-ground 
contact, but also the transfer of weight over the 
sole surface. 
3.5 PRESSURE TRANSMISSION. 
Schwartz and Heath (1947) developed a system 
., 
..... ~ .. 
using pressure sensitive transducers to' monitor the 
pressure exerted on certain parts of the foot. 
Its application is not so significant due to the 
complexity of forces acting on the sole face and 
the difficulty of measuring this with isolated 
transducers in the sole surface. Many researchers 
have used force plates to monitor this complex 
pressure pfofile. There is, however, a commercially 
available system, the Stanmore Sandal, which 
utilises sandals fitted with load cells, which 
enable the total foot force (vertical) to be 
telemetered. 
3. 6 CONCLUSION. 
Several systems have been mentioned in which 
19 
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telemetry was used to aifr·in locomotion studies . 
.. ,,,,., 
,, .. , 
The scope of bio-telemetry in human locomotion is 
not so limited though, and as the importance of 
obtaining unrestrained information increases, 
so will the use of bio-telemetry . 
...... 
CHAPTER 4. 
WHY TELEMETER E.M.G.S.? 
4.1 INTRODUCTION. 
When telemetry is used to replace a set of wire 
leads, a very simple system is immediately 
transformed into an extremely complex one. 
Consequently, it is important to evaluate the 
expense involved and compare it with the advantages 
gained before embarking on the change-over. This 
summing-up is especially important in the cases 
where systems have already been designed without 
telemetry and useful results obtained. The monit-
oring of e.m.g.s is just such a case~ 
4.2 DISADVANTAGES OF TELEMETRY. 
The disadvanteges of telemetry are of two main 
types, expense and inaccuracy. 
It is obvious that the replacement of a 
straight set of wires by a multiplexed transmi$sion 
system will require far greater capital outlay. 
Firstly in the cost of the circuit components, and 
then in the time necessary to design, build and 
develop the telemetry system. 
Due to this increased complexity and increased 
number of components, greater possibilities exist 
for error and malfuncbion, since more electronic 
components can fail.and errors can accumulate from 
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section to section. The performance of the system 
is thus only as good as the worst segment. 
A further difficulty exists in the fact that 
transmission fields are not evenly distributed in 
the area around fue transmitter. The field streng~h 
drops off rapidly as the distance from the trans-
mitter increases, and steps have to be taken that 
this variation is not misinterpreted as a variation 
in the information signal. The presence of some 
shielding material, e.g. a brick wall, will also 
affect the strength and could lead to a similar 
misinterpretation. 
Finally, the far field strength may vary with 
the orientation of the receiver. Thi~· is. due to 
the fact that the transmission,field is not 
circularly uniform and the field strength may tend 
to zero at certain angular portions of the field. 
Such problems do not exist with direct wire systems. 
It is obviou·s therefore that one is bound to 
encounter far greater technical difficulties and 
these have to be weighed against the improved 
information co~tent. 
4.3 ADVANTAGES OF TELEMETRY. 
4.3.1 GENERAL ADVANTAGES OF BIO-TELEMETRY. 
It is of interest to note how telemetry has 
been used to advantage in other spheres of medicine 
and biology. Perhaps the most important advantage 
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offered by telemetry is the increased mobility 
offered to the patient or animal being monitored. 
If, for example, the purpose of the monitoring is 
the collection of data for an experimental study, 
the results have greater validity if the subject 
is unrestrained. In the case of animals, this is 
even more of a reason, since they could very 
easily get tangled up in the long leads. 
In the case of hospital monitoring of the 
e.c.g., temperature, etc., of patients in intensive 
care wards, telemetry not only increases the patient's 
mobility, but improves his comfort and general frq..)Jle 
of mind, since the absence of long leads makes him 
'- ... ··· 
less aware of the equipment connected to him. 
Small pill-size radio transmitters or endo-
radiosondes, which can be swallowed without 
difficulty, provide easy access to measurement in 
regions of the body otherwise inaccessible without 
the use of surgery. However, when surgery is 
necessary to be able to monitor certain variables, 
a transmission system would obviate the necessity 
of wires through the skin which would undoubtedly 
increase the danger of infection. Such a case is 
the transmission of an external stimulus pu~se 
tb .. ·the. bladder muscle, to assist incontinent people 
to pass water. Surgery is also of advantage some-
times for implantation of electrodes in animals 
to stop them scratching or pulling them off. Here 
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4.3.2 
again, telemetry is invaluable. 
ADVANTAGES OF TELEMETERING E.M.G.S. 
A large number of systems have been designed 
and used extensively for monitoring e.m.g.s with 
long monitoring leads and significant information 
has been obtained from these systems. However, 
the presence of long wire leads inevitably inhibits 
the walking pattern of the subject, thereby 
creating artefacts in the collected information. 
Since these results will be used both for clinical 
diagnosis and in the improved design of artificial 
limbs and muscle stimulus systems, the information 
must be extremely accurate, and the removal of the 
artefact might be of significant importance. 
Telemetry would noticeably reduce this artefact. 
Increased mobility is also of importance in 
e.m.g. measurements, especially in more general 
e.m.g. studies such as during sports or any other 
activities where freedom of movement beyond a 
·restricted walkway and without encumbering leads 
is necessary. 
Another important reason for telemetering 
e,m.g.s is the increased mobility offered to the 
experimenter, since telemetry systems are far 
more portable. Measurements could be made in 
crowded department stores or out in the street with 
the minimum of difficulties in transporting the 
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equipment. 
4.4 CONCLUSION. 
When considering the above facts, it is obvious that 
telemetering e.m.g.s offers a definite advantage 
over direct wire systems and that the use of 
telemetry will provide for the collection of 
data essential to a complete understanding of 
the locomotion process. 
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CHAPTER 5. 
SYSTEM DESIGN. 
5.1 BASIC SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS. 
As an initial step, it was essential to lay down 
the basic specifications around which the system 
was to be designed. 
5 .1.1 CHANNEL SPECIFICATIONS. 
It is quite obvious that a multi-channel e.m.g. 
system would be convenient for any human locomotion 
studies, since the phasic activity of the muscles 
could be determined far easier than by monitoring 
muscles one at a time. Four e.m.g. channels were 
felt to be sufficient, as the±eby the four main 
muscle groupings (tibialis anterior, gastrocnemius, 
hamstrings and quadriceps) could be studied simul-
taneously on one leg. Although increasing the 
number of e.m.g. channels much above four would 
decrease the advantage of free movement gained by 
using a telemetry system, due to the increased bulk 
to be carried by the subject, a decrease in the size 
of the differential amplifiers and sub-modulators 
would permit increasing this number. 
In addition to the e.m.g. channels, one or 
two footswitch channels were needed to indicate 
toe-ground, heel-ground, and flat foot contact. 
This would facilitate a means of referencing the 
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5 .1. 2 
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., 
phasic activity of the muscles. 
The bandwidth of an e.m.g. signal, as mentioned 
in Chapter 2, is extremely broad, having frequency 
components up to and beyond 10KHz. The higher 
energy components, however, extend to just over 
500Hz. with the energy content at higher frequencies 
being small. Since the total bandwidth of a tele-
metry system is necessarily limited, and increasing 
the channel bandwidth would obviously limit the 
number of channels, a channel bandwidth of 2 KHz 
was chosen as being an optimum value. This per-
mitted a sufficient amount of e.m.g. information 
to be transmitted and, as will be seen later, 
permitted the required number of chan.nels to be 
accommodated. 
SIZE AND WEIGHT SPECIFICATIONS. 
Since one of the primary advantages of this 
telemetry system is the freedom of movement that 
it will give to the patient or the subject being 
monitored, it was essential that the size and 
weight of that part of the system to be carried 
by the individual (viz. the transmission system) 
be made as small as possible. Consequently, any 
complexity was to be, where possible, incorporated 
into the receiving end of the system, which is 
remote from the subject. A reasonable limit to 
the weight of the entire apparatus carried by the 
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patient would be about 1 kg. for both adults and 
· chruldren, and the size of any individual sec~ion 
should not be greater than 5 em. x 5 em. x 8 em. 
Each e.m.g. amplifier and sub-modulator was 
to be self-contained, with the exception of the 
central power supply. This was important since the 
actual electrode leads need to be as short as 
possible in order to minimise both movement arte-
facts and noise that enter the system. This 
required then that the e.m.g. ampl~fier be located. 
near the recording site. A sturdy casing and once 
again minimum size were thus important for these 
amplifiers. 
The power supply, the transmitter itself and 
its aerial were to be mounted on a belt around the 
person's waist, as this was the position where it 
was least likely to cause any inconvenience. The 
footswitch oscillators could be mounted on the 
waist as well, though if sufficient miniaturisation 
was possible, they could have been embedded in the 
shoe sole. This, however, would not have permitted 
simple interchangeability of footwear and so was 
not considered. The switches to indicate toe arid 
heel contact were adhered to the sole surface. 
This required them to be flat and not much greater 
than 3 em~ This was once again preferable to having 
the switches embedded i~ the sole because of the 
ease of changing shoes from subject to subject. 
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S.l.3 
Further miniaturisation of the amplifiers and 
sub-modulators is possible with thick film technique. 
RANGE SPECIFICATION. 
The range of the transmission system should be 
as large as possible without creating too great a 
power drain on the batteries. Since many mea$Ure~ 
ments will be made in an external environment, such 
as on a sports field or on the street, the minimum 
range of the system should be approximately SO 
metres,in the open air. 
S.2 SYSTEM LAYOUT. 
Keeping the above criteria in mind the system hiyout 
of Fig. S.l was drawn up. 
Heel and toe contaci were indicated by closing 
the relevant switches, thereby turning on the 
oscillators. These oscillators, operating at 
different frequencies, then frequency modulated 
(F.M.) the transmitter. 
The e.m.g. signals monitored with surface 
electrodes are of the order of 1 mV. and were 
consequently amplified 100 to 200 times so that 
they could modulate the sub-carrier oscillators. 
The use of differential amplifiers here was essential 
due ~o the presence of SO Hz. mains interference. 
To satisfactorily reduce this noise, a common mode 
rejection ratio in excess of 90 db. was needed. 
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The amplified e.m.g. signal was then used to 
amplitude modulate (A.M.) a sub-carrier oscillator. 
This creates a frequency shift of the e.m.g. signals 
allowing them all to frequency modulate the trans-
mitter in a different frequency band. An important 
reascn~{· for choosing A.M. sub-carrier modulation was 
that the circuitry is far simpler than that of P.M. 
The technical reasons will be discussed in paragraph 
5. 3. 
The P.M. transmitter with carrier frequency of 
108 MHz. then transmitted its signal which was 
received by an P.M. receiver. A ratio detector was 
used to separate the sub-carrier modulated frequencies 
from the transmission frequency. Each channel was 
then separated with the aid of filters,;A.M. de-
modulated and amplified before being fed into the 
recording apparatus. 
The de-coding of the footswitch signals was 
achieved as follows: the two oscillator frequencies 
were separated from each other by additional filters. 
They were then integrated and converted to a set 
voltage to indicate the presence or absence of the 
oscillating frequency and hence the presence or 
absence of toe and heel ground contact. 
5.3 MULTIPLEXING. 
If each individual e.m.g. was given its own trans-
mitter with a specific frequency band, this would 
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have required a tremendous amount of duplication 
and bulk, both in the equipment carried by the 
monitored individual and in that at the receiving 
end. Consequently, multiplexing the channels ~as 
essential to the viability of the system. Two 
types of multiplexing are available: frequency 
division multiplexing and time division multi-
plexing. 
5.3.1 FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLEXING. 
5.3.1.1 FREQUENCY MODULATION. 
Considering initially frequency division multi-
plexing: This requires either amplitude modulating 
·... ,' 
or frequency modulating a sub-carrier oscillator 
and using these in turn to modulate the transmitter 
oscillator. Using F.M. sub-modulation, the newly 
created frequency components are: 
: II i J, (ml') cos {w~,. """'"")t 
nz .. ..:o 
where A is a constant multiplying factor, 
Jn(mf) is a complex integral, 
w is the carrier frequency, 
c 
and w is the modulating frequency. 
m 
Without going into any great detail with the above 
equation, it can be seen that a whole string of 
frequency components has been created, viz., 
(w ± 2w ) , 
c m 
(w ±3w ) etc. 
c m 
Where w is the 
c 
sub-carrier frequency and w is the e.m.g. frequency. 
m 
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Thus in addition to the desired side-bands (w ±w ) 
c m 
a whole string of secondary side-bands of decreasing 
amplitude are created as well. If these were not 
filtered out, before mixing all the frequencies at 
the transmission end, they would interfere with 
the other channels. Thus separation of the channels 
at the receiving end would be extremely difficult 
and crosstalk would result. Consequently, filters 
would be required on the transmission side, increas-
ing the bulk carried by the subject. 
5.3.1.2 AHPLITUDE MODULATION. 
Using A.M. the following results: 
If the Fourier transform of f(t) is F(w) 
then the Fourier transfOrm of 
f(t)cosw tis ~(F(w+w )+F(w-w )) 
c c c 
where f(t) is the e.m.g. signal 
and cosw t the sub-carrier oscillator signal. 
c 
Thus on~y t~o side-band frequencies are created. 
Also, since the transmission system istself was 
frequency modulated no extra noise rejection could 
be gained by using F.M. in the sub-carrier and so 
A.M. was chosen. 
The real problem however, was the fitting of 
the desired number of channels into the system 
bandwidth of 50 KHz. , which was dictated by the 
bandwidt,h limitation of the receiver. This will 
be discussed further in Chapter 6. Fig. 5.2 shows 
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how the channel frequencies could be spaced out. 
Fig. 5.2 
"a" is a measure of the interference between two 
channels. 5% was chosen as the maximum acceptable 
ratio of a/A. Thus in order to be able to separate 
out the channels at the receiving end, filters 
were required to attenuate by z db. within a set 
frequency. 
where z·= 20 log V2 /V 1 = 20 log.OS 
= 25.82 db. 
The minimum frequency for x 1 must be much greater 
than the 2KHz. modulating signal for efficient 
de-modulating, and so x 1 was chosen equal to 10KHz. 
Keeping all the channels within the 50 KHz. band-
width, the other carrier frequencies were chosen at: 
x 2 = 18 KHz. 
x 3 = 30 KHz. 
x'+ = 47 KHz. 
Fitting these values to Fig. 5.2 it can be 
seen that filters capable of 25 db. attenuation 
within a third of an octave were required. 
Single side-band modulation would have 
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permitted less stringent filter requirements but 
would increase the complexity and size of the 
transmission side, since filtering of the amplitude 
modulated signal would be required before frequency 
modulating the transmitted signal. And so, once 
again, this was not considered. Frequency division 
multiplexing was chosen over time division multi-
plexing; the difficulties are mentioned belovl. 
5.3.2 TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXING. 
Time division multiplexing is accomplished by 
discreet sampling of the information in the individual 
channels and the staggering of these samples in time 
· ... ··· 
before using them to modulate the transmitter. Any 
deviation from ideal sampling negatively influences 
the quality of the reproduced signal. 
From the sampling theorem,the sampling rate 
must be twice the size of the sampled frequency, i.e. 
4 KHz. Now, since four channels were being inter-
woven, the real pulse frequency required was: 16 KHz. 
However, the real problem is that to satisfy the 
ideal sampling criteria, the samples must be as near 
square pulses as possible, and this means, practically 
speaking, the inclusion of up to the tenth harmonic 
of the pulse. This would necessitate a bandv1idth of 
approximately 200KHz. for the transmission of 4 
channes 1. The bandvJidth of 50 KHz. would thus have 
been prohibitive and therefore time division multi-
plexing was not used. 
Time division multiplexing also requires bulky 
encoding circuitry which might increase the size of 
the system carried by the patient by about 50%. 
This was a further point against its use. 
5.4 TRANSMISSION .. SYSTEM. 
Frequency modulation for the transmission system 
has several advantages over that of amplitude 
modulation. The most significant being that in the 
case of A.M., should a subject, in walking, pass 
behind some obstructing medium like a pillar, etc., 
this would decrease the power picked up by the 
receiver. This would be interpreted as a decrease 
in the amplitude of the transmitted signal and 
hence, an inaccuracy would result in the information 
received. Whereas in the case of frequency mod-
ulation it is the variation of frequency which 
contains the information and this is not affected 
by any obstructing media. In addition, the inherently 
better signal to noise ratio of F.M. compared to A.M. 
was taken into account in this choice, especially 
due to the very low level of transmitted signal 
power. 
The use of very high frequencies permitted the 
use of small aerials, whereas if lower frequencies 
were used, a complicated aerial system hung in a 
loop around the recording room would have been 
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necessary in order to monitor the very small signal 
power of the receiver. This would subtract one of 
the main advantages of the system, which is porta-
bility. Another reason for using very high frequencies 
is that commercial F.M. receivers use the frequency 
band 88-108 MHz., and so a cheap F.M. receiver could 
be used for reception. The actual frequency chosen. 
was 108 MHz., since this is right on one end of the 
band and as such would not be blacked out by regular 
broadcasting stations. 
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CHAPTER 6. 
ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT DESIGN. 
6.1 THE TRANSMITTER. 
6.1.1 THE FOOTSWITCH SECTION. 
6.1.1.1 THE OSCILLATORS. 
Two signals were required: one to indicate toe-
ground contact and the other heel-ground contact. 
For this purpose, two low frequency, parallel T, 
phase-shift oscillators were used, diagrams of 
which may be seen in Fig. 6.1. 
/OOJl. 
IK.Jl. 
c. (c} 
o" 
Fig. 6.1 
The frequency of oscillation: 
f = 1 
211 RC 
Having decided values for R and C and cons-
equently for R1 R2 R3 C1 C2 C 3 it was found advisable 
to make'R 1 ~ariable ·in order to set the frequency 
accurately and to keep distortion of the signal 
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output down to a minimum. The SOOD feedback 
resistor oo~ld be replaced by a miniature bulb of 
24v., 40mA. to provide for temperature compensation, 
lack of which causes frequency drift and signal 
distortion of the generated sine wave. This was, 
however, not found to be a problem here, although 
bulbs were used in further oscillators where 
activity was critical. 
The chosen frequencies for the two oscillators 
were 400 Hz. and 2 KHz. The large separation 
between the two frequencies allowed the use of 
i 
simple filtering at the receiving end without any 
crosstalk between the toe and heel signals. Sine 
wave oscillators were necessary here since any other 
type bf signal would contain harmonics of such 
frequencies that avoidance of crosstalk would have 
been very difficult. 
For the 400 Hz. oscillator:-
! 
f = 400 = 2 JIRC 
Choose R = 3K D 
R 1 = R = 3KD 
R 2 = SR = 15KD 
R 3 = R/3 = lKD 
. 
.. c 
c1 
c2 
c3 
For the 2 KHz. oscillator:-
Rl = R = 3KD c1 
R2 = 5R = 15KD c2 
R3 = R/3 = lKD c3 
= 
= 
1 
2ITx4x3xl0 5 
.1331JF 
= c = .1331JF 
= C/5 = .0271JF 
= 3C = . 3 91JF 
= c = .02661JF 
= C/5 = .00531JF 
= 3C = .07981JF 
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6.1.1.2 THE FOOTSWITCHES. 
The footswitch is required to connect the 
oscillator to the F.M. transmitter. The ideal 
place to put it then, would have been between the 
output of the oscillator and the input to the 
transmitter, as this would eliminate any transients 
in the switching ON and OFF of the oscillator circuit. 
However, this would then require the oscillators 
to draw current continuously - a rather undesirable 
situation. It was also found that the oscillations 
filtered through the transmitter along the power 
rails, bypassing the output switch. Consequently, 
the switches were used to switch the positive 
supply to the circuit. The transients were found 
not to be prohibitive. 
Two designs of switches were made and tested. 
a} Brass shim switch. 
This switch consisted of a piece of thin 
cardboard sandwiched between two pieces of brass 
shim. A hole was made in the centre of the card-
board through which the two pieces of shim could 
touch. A small coin of approximately 1.5 em. was 
stuck to one of the brass shims to decrease the 
pressure required to close the switch. {The 
hole in the cardboard was just a little bigger 
than the small coin) . The overall size of the 
switch was approximately 4-5 em. square and the 
thickness was about .2 em. 
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Fig. 6. 2 
The switch performed well under quite tough 
conditions. ,Although after a while, the shim 
began to bend, lose its springiness and the per-
forrnance of the switch deteriorated. This was 
due to the shim beginning to take the shape of 
the small coin. Thus a second switch was tried. 
b) Rubber tubing switch. 
This switch consisted of a short piece 
of .5 ern. rubber tubing about 3 ern. long, with 
two pieces of steel wire piercing the tube so that 
they could make contact at one point inside the 
tube when the tube was compressed. Talcum powder 
was sprinkled inside the tube to prevent it 
sticking closed after the pressure had been released. 
0/IUCTI()/V OF 
PR.US'UI?L" 
Fig. 6. 3 
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This switch had a better long-term wear than 
the previous one. It was less erratic in its 
behaviour and could be made noticeably smaller. 
Consequently, this was the switch finally used. 
Both these switches satisfied the initial 
criteria laid down in the previous chapter, viz., 
they may be applied to any shoe without any major 
alterations to the sole. An excellent switch 
which, however, requires a special hole in the sole 
is that described by Winter et al (1972) of the 
University of Manitoba, Canada. In this case, 
five of these switches were embedded in the sole 
of one shoe. 
6 .1. 2 
6.1.2.1 
THE E.M.G. SECTION. 
ELECTRODES. 
The electrodes used for monitoring the e.m.g. 
were the commercially available "Disposel" 1 electrode 
kits. Before applying the electrodes, the skin 
was first rubbed with an abrasive electrode paste, 
"Redux", to remove the top dead skin layer, washed, 
and then rubbed with alcohol to dissolve any oils 
and fats which might short circuit part of the signal. 
1 These electrodes are made from silver/silver chloride 
with adhesive already attached, are supplied in 
disposable kits together with Trucon electrode 
paste. These kits are available from Electrodyne. 
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The electrodes were then filled with the electrode 
paste supplied in the kit and applied when the 
alcohol had dried. 
6.1.2.2 AMPLIFIERS. 
The amplification of e.m.g. signals requires 
a high gain differential amplifier. The common 
mode rejection ratio should be of the order of 
90-100 db. to suppress 50 Hz., and other noise. 
Three alternative differential amplifier designs 
were investigated. 
/111l.f~) 
SN 1.!141 
/l'f.fl 
-v 
rR. l .7.tKft 
B 
o" 
Fig. 6.4 
a) The above differential amplifier~~.has the 
enormous advantage of small size, since only one 
operational amplifier, the commercially available 
SN 72741, is required. This circuit has a C.M.R.R. 
well in excess of 90 db. 
However, since the two inputs are not 
completely isolated from earth, if more e.m.g. 
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amplifiers are coupled to the same earth, a certain 
amount of crosstalk results. This is due to the 
fact that the amplifier will register the signal 
level of the A electrode, not only with respect 
to its B electrode, but with respect to all the 
other B electrodes as well. An experiment was 
performed to determine this crosstalk (this ex-
periment appears as Appendix A) and it was found 
to be about 2% per channel. The amount of .cross-
talk increased as the linear function of the 
number of channels with the same earth. The circuit. 
was consequently felt to be unreliable, since the 
admittance of an inevitable 6% crosstalk initially 
would completely upset the system. Its use, 
however, is suggested if only one or t'v1o variables 
are being monitored. 
Amplification is determined by the ratio 
R2/R1 = 1Mn/5.6Kn 
= 178.5 
b) The answer to the problem of the above 
differential amplifier was to have floating inputs. 
This may be seen in Fig. 6.5. 
The amplifier consists of two high input 
impedance buffers feeddng into an SN 72741 
connected as a differential amplifier. In this 
circuit SN 72741 were used for the buffer stages, 
but improved performances can be acquired using 
LM 310 instead. The C.M.R.R. here was also in 
44 
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excess of 90 db. and crosstalk less than .1%. 
IKJl (1?,) 
% 
'P 
Fig. 6. 5 
Amplifio.ation is determined by the ratio 
R2/R1 = 220Krt/1KQ 
= 220 
c) When miniaturising the circuitry was 
considered, the following circuit was found. With 
the use of an SN 72558, which is a dual op-amp 
in an 8-pin package, the size of this differential 
amplifier is one third that of the one in case b. 
This circuit has two main disadvantages which 
may, however, be overcome in this application. 
Firstly, the output has a d.c. offset, but since the 
coupling used was a.c., this was not a problem. 
Secondly, the resistors must be within 1% of the 
specified values, otherwise the C.~1.R.R. is greatly 
reduced. 
This circuit is shown in Fig. 6.6. 
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Fig. 6.6 
The amplification in this circuit is given by 
R2/Rl = lOOK~/lK~ 
= 100 
6.1.2.3 SOB-CARRIER OSCILLATORS. 
The 6scillators used here were once again 
phase shift, sine wave oscillators, with the same 
electronic deSign as those used for the footswitches. 
Here, however, 24v, 40mA bulbs were used as the 
fee.dback element to give temperature compensation 
since the frequencies used here have critical values. 
' 
For the reasons illustrated in Chapter 5, these 
sub-carrier oscillators were amplitude modulated 
by the e.m.g. signals. This was accomplished by 
replacing the emmitter resistor in the oscillator 
circuit with a transistor. The transistor was 
biased by means of resistors to the centre of its 
active region and the output of the e.m.g. amp-
lifier was a.c. coupled to its base. The variation 
of the e.m.g. amplitude thus causes a variation in 
the collector-emitter resistance, which is a 
variation of the emitter resistor of the oscillator. 
This in turn varies the feedback current, vlhich 
changes the output voltage accordingly. The trans-
istor should be biased in the centre of its active 
region to ensure a linear variation of resistance 
with e.m.g. voltage. 
Output chnractcristics 
I c. ~ f (V eel: V "' ~ parameter 
(common emitter circuit) 
~lA BC 169 
1000 ~ -- . ·- - .. -· -
~ I I I I C:61V 
~c·e)~l: I 
I "": I I 
i ! ___] __ ) __ . 
600 
0-0 
I i 
-·· .,. VeE 
Fig. 6. 7 
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The following are the calculated component 
values for the four sub-carrier oscillators at 
the frequencies decided upon in Chapter 5. The 
method of calculation is the same as that used 
in 6 .1.1.1. 
For 10KHz:-
R1 = 3Kst c1 = .oo53 llF 
R2 = 15KQ 
R3 = lKQ 
For 19 KHz:-
R1 = 3KQ 
R2 = 15KQ 
R3 = lKQ 
For 31 KHz:-
R1 = 3KQ 
R2 = 15KQ 342 pF 
R3 = lKQ 
i19 
For 47 KHz:-
R1 = 3KS"G c 1 = .00113 llF 
R2 = 15KQ :: c2 = 226 pF 
R3 = lKQ c3 = .00339 llF 
6.1.3 THE TRANSMITTER SECTION. 
The transmitter section consists of a frequency 
:modulated 108 MHz. transmitter. An output stage 
was added to increase stability. 
6.1.3.1 THE TRANSM.ITTER OSCILLATOR. 
/
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Fig. 6. 9 
The transmitter consisted simply of a slightly 
modified Colpitts oscillator. The reason for the 
modification is that in the present configuration, 
the capacitance of the tank circuit can be easily 
altered, thus changing the frequency of oscillation 
of the circuit. This permitted frequency modulation 
of the circuit. 
The frequency of oscillation is given by: 
F()lt E J7, & • 
f = 1 
2II/L1C 
For f = 108 MHz C = 40pF 
L1 = . 378llH 
This extremely low value of inductance is 
rather difficult to construct with any accuracy. 
By winding 2.5 turns of gauge 18 wire on a 5 mm. 
circumference former this value is achieved as 
closely as possible and further tuning is effected 
by varying the capacitance. 
6.1.3.2 THE MODULATOR. 
By using the variable capacitance of a reversed 
biased diode BA 150 in series with a 10 pF capacitor 
and this in parallel with the tank circuit of the 
oscillator, the freq~ency of oscillation was made 
dependent on the voltage applied to the varicap. 
The a.m. e.m.g. signals and the footswitch signals 
were then a.c. coupled to this point as shown in 
Fig. 6.9, and they consequently frequency modulated 
the transmitter oscillator. This modulator has a 
bandwidth of 50 KHz. as shown on the. graph 6.1. 
It is this modulator-- that has the smallest band-
width in the whole system, but it fits into the 
specifications laid down in the previous chapter. 
6.1.3.3 THE OUTPUT SECTION. 
The frequency of oscillation of the oscillator 
is not very stable and may vary quite dramatically 
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6.1.4 
as its capacitive coupling with earth is altered. 
For this reason, a buffer output section was added. 
With the buffer added, stability increases and the 
oscillating frequency is unaffected by variations 
in capacitive coupling . 
.,. 1" 
/n~ 
~ --4~~~-------------1 
'lfolf 
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o" 
IK./1. 
Fig. 6.10 
LOADING OF OSCILLATORS. 
L : J WllflJJN~,f 
.l 
/IEK-1/IJ. 
The outputs of all the five channels are 
connected directly to the one input of the F.M. 
transmitter. To prevent any substantial e.m.g. 
information being fed onto one of the other channels, 
modulating it and thereby creating crosstalk, the 
oscillators were loaded as in Fig. 6.11. Unfort-
unately, a certain amount of output voltage is 
lost across the 9K~ resistors, but this is not 
prohibitive. 
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6 .1. 5 
6 .1. 6 
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Fig. 6.11 
. POWER SUPPLY. 
Miniature 9v. Eveready batteries 1 were used. 
Two batteries were used for the positive and neg-
ative supplies of the op-amps in the differential 
amplifiers. A separate battery was used for the 
transmitter itself so as to further stabilise 
its oscillating frequency. The whole circuit 
has a low current drain and one set of batteries 
lasts two weeks with about five hours' use every 
day. 
AERIAL. 
A short copper rod was attached to the output 
of the transmitter buffer to act as an aerial. 
Using a commercial receiver, the signal could be 
picked up to a range of 30 metres. 
Fig. 6.12 is a photograph of the transmitting 
apparatus. 
1 These batteries v1ere PH3 Evereadys vTith size 
equal to 4.5 x 2 x 1.5 em. 
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Fig. 6.12 
6.2 THE RECEIVING SECTION. 
6.2.1 THE RECEIVER. 
Since the frequency of transmission was chosen 
as 108 MHz., i.e., within the range of the commercial 
F.M. receiver, an ordinary F.M. receiver could be 
used. The actual receiver used was an STC unit, 
which was available in a modular form. This per-
mitted alterations to the circuitry to be made at 
will as the components were easy to reach. 
Firstly, the SO~sec. de-emphasis section had 
to be removed, since as a SO~sec. emphasis was 
not included in the transmitter, the de-emphasis 
acts effectively as a 3 KHz. low pass filter. 
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With the removal of the de-emphasis; the effective 
bandwidth of the telemetry system as a whole was 
50 KHz. This limitation is due to the transmitter 
section. 
The block diagram of the receiver appears 
in Fig. 6.13. 
101 1'1/l.l'. 
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Fig. 6.13 
A dipole aerial was constructed using 300R 
tape to give good matching with the receiver input. 
This aerial picks up the transmitted signal which 
is then amplified by the radio frequency amplifier. 
This amplified signal is then passed through a 
self-mixing oscillator where a difference frequency 
of 10.7 MHz. is produced, which is easier to 
power amplify. This signal is then passed through 
a two-stage intermediate frequency amplifier where 
power amplification is effected. These amplifiers 
have a bandwidth of 200KHz. (the limiting band-
width in the receiver.) The output is finally 
passed through a ratio detector where the frequency 
modulation is converted back into an amplitude 
variation. 
The systems specifications are given as follows: 
Overall supply voltage: 25 volts D.C. 
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6.2.2 
Circuit stabilised voltage: 5.6 volts D.C. 
Current consumption: 7 rnA. 
Frequency range: 86.5 - 108.5 MHz. 
At a signal input level of 2~V., the signal to 
noise ratio is > 12 db. 
The detailed design of the receiver is attached 
as Appendix B. 
The output of the receiver is approximately 
50 mV. and a SN 72741 op-amp was used to amplify 
this to a level of 2V. in order to overcome the 
forward voltage drop across the detector and still 
be of sufficient magnitude to act as input to the 
U.V. recorder. The circuit of the amplifier appears 
in Fig. 6.14. 
I(,. 
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Fig. 6.14 
THE FILTERS. 
The filters posed quite a problem because of 
the high rates of ~utoff required. It can be seen 
in Chapter 5 that the required attenuation was at 
least 25 db. within 30% - 40% of the cutoff fr~q-
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uency and a steady holding of the attenuation below 
25 - 30 db. 
6.2.2.1 ACTIVE FILTERS. 
Active filters were tried initially since 
these avoid the tedium of winding coils and also 
the inaccuracies due to mutual coupling. An 
excellent aid to this design was found in an article 
by M. Bronzite (1970), which contains detailed 
tables for the design of active filters with both 
Chebychev and Butterworth responses. Sixth-order 
active filters were tested, with rippls orders of 
0.5 db. in the pass band. The tables predict a 
54 db. attenuation in the first . octave. 
The filters consisted essentially of a low 
and a high pass filter in series with one another, 
which gave a bandpass filter. The filters them-
selves consisted of sub-sections, the designs of 
which follow below. 
a) Low pass filters. 
(aJ (b) 
Fig. 6.15 
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R C = 
n n 
T 
n 
fm 
where f = f3db 
m --:r-
B 
(n indicates the position of 
the RC sub-section in the 
cascaded filter.) 
£ 3db is the frequency at which 
cutoff is desired. 
B is given in a table in the article and is dep-
endent on the ripple order (m) and the order of 
the filter (N) . 
T is also given in a table in the above article. 
n 
The sub-sections are then cascaded to form 
the required order of filter. If the filter order 
is an odd number, the circuit in Fig. 6.15 (b) is 
added as the last stage. The tables from the article 
appear in Appendix c. 
b) High pass filter. 
{aJ (bJ 
+V 
c .. 
c c Q 
~ 
~ 
lol( .n. 
IOK J1. 
":" 
-
-v -V 
Fig. 6.16 
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For :{a):-
Now R 1 = 
and R2 = 
T 1 
2Cf 
m 
2T 2 
cr 
m 
Here however, fm = f 3dbx S· 
f 3db and f3 are the same as 
for low pass filters. 
T is found in a separate 
n 
table also in Appendix C. 
Fig. 6.16 (b) is again used as the last stage if 
the order of the filter is an odd number. 
The cutoff of these filters was, however, 
found to be insufficiently sharp for the separation 
of the frequencies in the system, which were very 
closely spaced due to the limited available band-
width. Increasing the filter order was also found 
to be impractical. Due to the 54 db./octave 
attenuation, the absolute minimum spacing between 
channels was half·an octave. 
6.2.2.2 PASSIVE FILTERS. 
Passive H-derived filters have the advantage 
over the above active filters in that the sharpness 
of cutoff could be determined almost independently 
of the filter order. Although very sharp cutoffs 
limited the overall attenuation, the addition of 
the prototype section overcame this difficulty. 
Consequently, the desired attenuation could be 
achieved within 5% of the cutoff frequency; some-
thing well out of the scope of the active filter 
design. 
(. 
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The problem of accurately wound inductances 
was overcome by using No. LA 4245 ferrite cores. The 
inductances of these cores could be very finely set 
by controlling the position of the centre core. 
(These cores were wound with gauge 36 copper wire.) 
As in th~ case of active filters, low and high 
pass filters were cascaded in order to give a band-
pass fitter. The basic filter consisted of four sub-
sections. 
1) Two matching networks, one at the input and 
one a~ the output. 
2) An M-derived section. 
3) A prototype section. 
The matching circuits provided optimal matching 
characteristics with other circuits and prevented 
any unbalance in the filter characteristics due to 
loading. 
The M-derived section provides the very sharp 
cutoff required as in Fig. 6.17. The attenuation, 
however, immediately decreases and it is to compen-
sate for this effect that the prototype: sections 
were added. 
0-+----.: 
II TTLNIIIITIO.t 
(dh) 1 zo 
Jo 
Fig. 6.17 
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a) Low pass•filters. 
~L, 
Fig. 6.18 
The initial calculation.is the determination 
of m which is to be used in determining all the 
other circuit values. M is a measure of the sharp-
ness of cutoff and is different for each sub-section. 
where f 2 ~is the freq-
uency at which cutoff 
begins and f is the 
00 
frequency at which max-
imum attenuation is desired. 
The values of mused for the different sections were:-
1) End sections: m = 0.6 
2) M-derived section: m = 0.3 
3) Prototype: m = 1.0 
The second calculation to be made is: 
Lk 
R 
where R is the load resistance = 
II f 2 
and f2 is as above. 
ck 
1 
= 
Ilf2R 
The determination of the actual circuit values th~n 
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follO'IilS: 
b) High pass filters. 
Fig. 6 .19 
Here m = ll (f /f 1 ) where f 1 is the cutoff 00 
frequency and f
00 
is the 
frequency at which max-
imum cutoff is desired. 
The values of m used were the same as those for, 
the low pass filter sections. 
Also: 
Lk 
R R is the load resistance and = 4IIfl 
ck = 1 fl is as above. 
4IIflR 
The determination of the actual circuit values 
then follows: 
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C1 = ck 
m 
c2 4m = l-m 2 ck 
L2 = Lk 
m 
The desired frequency bands are: 
0- 2 ~Hz., 7 -12KHz., 17 -21KHz., 29 - 33KHz., 
and 45-50KHz .. , and the calculated component values 
for these required filters appears in Appendix D. 
Included in Appendix D is also the final filter 
characteristics, showing how close thev are to the 
desired ones. 
6.2.3 AMPLITUDE DEMODULATORS. 
For amplitude demodulation, simple detectors 
were required to filter out all frequencies above 
2KHz., the maximum e.m.g. frequency of interest. 
The detectors had to sufficiently attenuate the 
carrier signals to make their effect unnoticeable 
(less than 5%) on the output e.m.g. Consequently, 
a simple diode detector was used. The diode was 
used to cut off the negative half of the amplitude 
modulated signal. 
oc 91 
Fig. 6. 20 
The value of C must be such that it will follow 
the variations of the modulating signal, i.e., the 
time constant of the charging circuit (r and C) must 
be less than or equal to the minimum time constant 
of the e.m.g. signal. (The minimum time constant is 
equal to the reciprocal of the maximum frequency.) 
rC < 1 f 
C = llJF 
= T v1here r = 500~ 
and f = 2 KHz. 
and R must be such that the capacitor C, in 
.discharging, will follow the 2KHz. modulating 
signal. 
R = r 500~ 
Since the output of this follower is needed 
to drive a u.v. recorder or any other type of 
recording apparatus, a voltage follower (Fig. 6.21) 
was placed at the output, as otherwise loading of 
the diode follower would distort the output waveform. 
' 
Fig. 6. 21 
Letting R 2 = lK~ and R 1 = lOK~ 
vout = 1.1 v in 
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6.2.4 FOOTSvliTCH DECODER. 
6.2.4.1 FILTERS. 
On being received and de-multiplexed, the two 
footswitch frequencies were separated out, with 
second order active filters which were excellent 
for this application since the frequencies 400 Hz. 
and 2 KHz. are sufficiently far apart. 
a) To pass the 400Hz. signal and attenuate 
the 2 KHz. one, a low pass filter with a 3 db. cut-
off at 500 Hz. was used. 
r 
r 
Fig. 6.22 
From the article mentioned in 6.2.3.1 
and f = 500 Hz. 
m 
Letting R = 10Kr2 
and 
and C2 = 
T1 = 0.24679 
and r = l0Kr2 
T2 = 0.14498 
b) To pass the 2KHz. signal and attenuate 
the 400 Hz. one, a high pass filter with a 3 db. 
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' cutoff at 2 KHz. was used 
r 
...:. 
R, 
Fig. 6. 23 
Once again referring to the above article by 
Bronzite (1970): 
Rl = Tl and R2 = 2T2 2Cf Cf 
m m 
f = 2 KHz. Tl = 0.10264 T2 = 0.17472 m 
Letting c = O.Ol]JF 
R1 = 2.56Kst 
R2 = 17.5Kst 
r was made equal to lOKst 
6.2.4.2 THE FOLLOliiJERS . 
oc 91 
Fig. 6.24 
Once again, an ordinary diode follower was 
used. The diode half-wave rectifies the sine wave 
input. The time constant of the charging circuit 
(i.e. R1 and C) must be less than or equal to the 
time period of the charging waveform. 
Let 
. 
.. R C < _1_ 1 
...:.. 400 
= 
1 
4000 
and if · R1 = lK SG 
c = .25]JF 
Similarly, the time donstant of the discharging 
circuit (i.e. R 2 and C) must be greater than or 
equal to the period of the charging waveform and 
yet much less than the actual period of walking. 
This satisfies the second condition as 50 Hz. is 
much faster than the step frequency. 
A similar calculation may be performed for the 
2 KHz. signal. 
6.2.4.3 THE COMPARATOR. 
In order to create a square pulse from the 
output of the follower, a voltage comparator v1as 
used. This comparator switches between two output 
voltages, -0.5 and 2.5 volts as the input passes 
the 100 mV. level. When the input is below 100 mV. 
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the output is 2.5 volts and when above, the output 
is -0.5 volts. An LM 710 voltage comparator was 
used. 
Fig. 6.25 
The ratio of R2 /R 1was very large. 
Actual values used were: 
= 
= 
6.2.4.4 THE OUTPUT SUMMER. 
lKs-2 
lMs-2 
The idea here is to create three voltage levels 
indicating:· 
a) Toe signal present. 
b) Heel signal present. 
c) Both present. 
For this purpose a summing amplifier was used. 
The output of the "toe" comparator was halved and 
that of the "heel" comparator multiplied by one. 
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6.2.5 
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R2 
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R, 
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= R3 
RECORDING. 
Fig. 6.26 
= ~R2 = lKQ 
The recording of the e.m.g.s and the footswithes 
was done on an Ultra-Violet recorder~ This instrument 
was a 12 channel pencil galvanometer recorder from 
S.E. Laboratories. SMI/L galvanometers were used which 
had a frequency response of 1,600 Hz. The recording 
was done on Oscilloscript D, Agfa u.v. paper. 
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CHAPTER 7. 
EVALUATION OF THE SYSTEM CAPABILITIES. 
7.1 INTRODUCTION. 
In evaluating any system, there are certain basic 
criteria which should be investigated. Firstly, 
it is important to note the degree to which the 
initial specificat{ons have been met in the final 
system. It is also of value to draw a comparison 
between the system designed and another existing 
system, and then from this to consider whether some 
changes in the initial specifications might be 
suggested. In addition, possible improvements in 
the design and alternative methods of construction 
should be considered before summing up the scope 
offered by the new system. 
7.2 SPECIFICATIONS. 
All the initial specifications laid out in Chapter 5 
were fulfilled. These included the channel specifi-
cations for the four e.m.g. channels and the one foot-
switch channel, a total weight of about 750 gm. carried 
by the subject as well as a size within the limits 
laid down. Several subjects, on whom the apparatus 
was tested, all experienced no great discomfort, nor 
felt unduly restricted in normal walking. It was felt, 
however, that in the case of more strenuous measure-
ments such as running or very active sport, that 
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smaller amplifiers and modulators ought to be considered. 
The initial range specification of 50 metres in 
open air was also fulfilled, although care had to be / 
taken against the presence of large metal apparatus in 
the vicinity, as these often created interference. 
7. 3 COMPARISON tVITH DIRECT LINE SYSTEM. 
Recordings were made with several different subjects 
walking normally in a straight line. For the purposes 
of these tests,~only three e.m.g. channels and the one 
footswitch channel were used. The use of three instead 
of four e.m.g. channels was due to limitations in the 
recording apparatus available and not to the telemetry 
system itself. 
The three muscles monitored were tibialis anterior, 
gastrocnemius, and the quadriceps group, all of the 
left leg, while the footswitch channel was used to 
monitor the foot ground contact pattern of the right 
foot. 
In Fig. 7.1, the recordings which w~re collected 
using the telemetry system appear, whereas in Fig. 7.2, 
the recordings are those from the direct line system 
at Princess Alice Hospital in Retreat. 
A slight noise effect is noticeable in the foot-
switch of the telemetry system. This was due to a 
slight inefficiency in the footswitch. A far stricter 
tolerance and perhaps a different design might be 
necessary for this ffotswitch. As can be seen, 
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besides this interference the system's results 
compare favourably with those of the simpler direct 
line system. 
7.4 ALTERNATIVE SUGGESTIONS. 
Perhaps the most important improvement could be 
made in miniaturising further the circuits carried 
by the patients. This would have two definite 
advantages; firstly, in the greater freedom of move-
ment afforded to the subject, since smaller circuits 
would be easier to attach inconspicuously to the 
patient; and secondly, since they could be attached 
I 
more firmly, they would thus assist in the elimination 
of any movement artefact. Miniaturisation could be 
accomplished by thick film techniques to construtt 
the circuits themselves. Enclosi_ng all the' circuits 
in epoxy instead of the.perspex boxes used would 
further decrease the size. 
It might be worthwhile to test an FM/FM version 
of the system as opposed to the ~/FM version used. 
This might offer a slightly imprO'ved result, by 
' :·: ., 
serving to decrease the noise. 
As mentioned in 7.2, it might be advantageous 
to increase the range specification slightly; 100 
metres would be more than sufficient to cover the 
wider range of activities envisaged. 
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7. 5 CO~CLUSION. 
The system which was designed and built, success-
fully fulfilled the initial specifications deciqed 
upon. Though perhaps not good enough for vigorous 
sports, the system would fare very well in the 
monitoring of gait patterns in a. nor.mal environment 
and during non-strenuous sports. The system adequate-
ly answers the need for multi-channel e.m.g. trans ... 
mtssion, a very valuable tool for the comprehensive 
classification of walking patterns which is so 
important to paralysed patients in various class~s 
and amputees alike. 
·· ... :'• 
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CHAPTER 8. 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE OF MUSCLE STIMULATION. 
8.1 INTRODUCTION. 
When it was realised that muscle contractions 
were effected by the transmission of a type of 
electrical signal, along the motor nerves to the 
muscle fibres, the question inevitably arose whether 
it might not be possible to contract a muscle by 
simply applying an external electrical signal to it. 
~1uscular contraction, due to external electrical 
impulses, had,in fact been discovered in the early 
eighteenth century, though the precesses involved 
were not fully understood at the time and conseq-
uently, incorrect conclusions-~ere made. 
Luigi Galvani's (1737 - 1798) experiments with 
frogs' legs were among the first to illustrate the. 
electrical stimulation of muscles. In the exper-
iment he connected the muscle of the leg to an 
iron grating and the nerve to a length of copper 
wire which formed a closed circuit with the grating. 
He never realised, however, that the resulting 
contraction was due to the voltage created across 
the junction of two dissimilar metals, but felt this 
result somehow revealed the presence of a nev-.1 source 
of electricity in the animal body. 
The first person to introduce wide usage of 
electrical stimulation was Duchenne de Boulogne in 
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1867. At that time, the main application of muscle 
stimulation was in electrodiagnosis. 
8.2 USES OF MUSCLE STIMULATION. 
8.2.1 
The idea of using electrical muscle stimulation 
as a functional aid for paralysed patients is a 
rather new innovation, but electrical stimulation 
has been used extensively for quite some time in 
diagnosis and in the treatment of muscular and nervous 
disorders. 
ELECTRODIAGNOSIS. 
(Joseph Goodgold, Arthur Ebestein, 1972) 
With the use of muscle stimulation, certain 
muscular diseases or injuries are easier to diagnose 
than with straightforward e.m.g. measurements. The 
results obtained with stimulation are also less dep-
endent on patient co-operation and hence they offer 
a more reliable indication of the patient's condition. 
Percutaneous or external nerve stimulation is 
a very simple diagnostic tool to use and yet it may 
reveal significant information as to the state of 
the peripheral neuromuscular system. Electrical 
stimulation of the facial muscles provides an exc-
ellent method for the evaluation of facial paralysis. 
Buchtal, F. and Rosenfalck, A., (1966) have done 
a lot of work towards improving techniques for nerve 
conduction velocity experiments. This new diagnostic 
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8.2.2 
aid, though not fully developed, has already achieved 
quite significant results. 
A very common method for determining muscle ex-
citability is the strength-duration curve. In this 
test, a graph is drawn in which the stimulus amplitude 
required to give a mini~um muscle contraction is com-
pared to the pulse duration of the stimulus. This 
curve varies as the nerve regenerates and so can be 
used as an indication of this regeneration. 
A book by Joseph Goodgold and Arthur Ebestein 
gives an excellent summary of the latest developments 
in electrodiagnosis. 
ELECTROTHE~PY. 
With no activity, a muscle gene~~lly loses its 
viability and the cells tend to die off. For this 
reason it is essential to keep up a certain amount of 
muscle activity in those situations where voluntary 
contractions are difficult or impossible to achieve. 
Electrical stimulation of the muscles can provide the 
necessary amount of involuntary exercise to keep up 
the required muscle tone. 
This is especially important in the case of de-
nervated muscle fibres where it is important to keep 
the muscles in a state of vitality till nerve regene-
ration occurs. A significant example· of this type is 
in the ca&e·of facial palsy. 
Electrical stimulation is, however, not the only 
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method of retaining muscle tone and many physio-
therapists feel that passive movements and massage are 
equally good. 
Muscle stimulation also helps to build up weak 
muscles by exercise, and in the case of people long 
incapacitated, to re-educate them in the use of the 
affected muscle. An interesting case of this type is 
'IJ>Tith quadriplegic patients who may require the use of 
splints for effective hand control. Good wrist exten-
sors are required for control of these splints and it 
is to strengthen and re-educate these muscles that 
electrical stimulation is used. (C. Ruch.) 
8.3.1 PHYSIOLOGICAL BACKGROUND TO FUNCTIONAL ELECTRICAL 
STIMULATION.(Dmitrijevic, M.R. et al; 1968) 
The neural interconnections of the motor nervous 
system are innumerable, and interwoven with a large 
degree of complexity. To simplify the understanding 
of this system, it has been divided into upper and 
lower motoneurones. The upper motorneurone is de-
fined as having its nucleus in the cerebral cortex, 
while its fibre extends down along the spinal cord. 
Here it connects with the cell body of the lower 
motorneurone before its fibre leaves the cord and 
threads its way through the body to the muscle it 
controls. 
·The lower motorneurones consist, however, of both 
alpha and gamma motorneurones. Alpha motorneurones 
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have large cells and thick axons and they activate 
the skeletal muscle itself. Whereas the gamma motor~ 
neurones are smaller and they ennervate the muscle 
spindles, the small fibres responsible for muscle tdne. 
The spindles also relay information about muscle tone 
to the alpha motorneurones. 
The alpha lower motorneurones thus have direct 
control over muscle contraction but they are activated 
and controlled in turn by the upper motorneurones, the 
gamma lower motorneurones, and variousother sensory 
nerve ·paths. There exists thus, two regions of control 
of the motor nervous system; the cerebral cortex and 
the localised reflex loops. The cerebral cortex may 
8.3.2 
be regarded as the gross controller··~hile the reflex 
arcs control the complicatedprocess of automatic reg-
ulation. 
HOTORNEURONE LESIONS. 
Motorneurone lesions are of two main types: 
upper and lower. Upper motorneurone:lesions leave the 
lower reflex loops intact and excitable. Patients with 
this type of lesion exhibit little or no voluntary 
control of the affected muscle and spasms or spon-
taneous involuntary contractions are very common. It 
is this type of person, however, who may benefit from 
functional electrical stimulation, as a means still 
exists of exciting the muscles, viz., via the lower 
motorneurones. On the other hand, lower motorneurone_ 
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8.3.3 
lesions are unsuitable for this type of functional aid 
as the nerves which excite the muscles have been 
destroyed. 
AFFERENT AND EFFERENT STIMULATION. 
Efferent stimulation is the stimulation of the 
peripheral motor nerves themselves to effect muscular 
contraction. This method was introduced by Liberson et 
al (1960) and quite a lot of developed of this work 
has been done by Vodovnik et al (1966) and Milner, 
Quanbury and Basmajian (1970) . Efferent stimulation 
is the most widely used and will be discussed below. 
Afferent stimulation which is the stimulation of the 
sensory nerves and which thereby activates the local-
ised reflex arcs, has been experimented with by 
Dimitrijevic et al (1968). This has definite advantages 
over the former method especially in so far as pain, 
fatigue and inhibitory control of muscular contractions 
are concerned. Certain problems, however, still have 
to be overcome before this method can be used 
effectively. 
~.4 STIMULATION PARAMETERS. 
The ideal situation would be to have a stimulus wave-
form the same size and shape as that of the nerve 
action potential, and for this stimulus to be distrib-
uted in.time and position, in much the same way that 
the reflex loops of the lower motorneurones accomplish 
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this load sharing among the muscle fibres. This, 
however, is not practically feasible, especially with 
efferent stimulation and consequently a lot of ex-
perimental work has been done to achieve the optimum 
results with practical stimulations. 
STIMULATOR FREQUENCY. 
According to Chandler and Sedgewich (1971), the 
normal motor unit is activatea about thirty times a 
second and they feel that stimulating artificially at 
higher frequencies is one of the reasons for early 
fatigue in the stimulated muscle. Liberson et al (1960) 
used 30Hz. as their stimulator frequency. When using 
special force measuring apparatus, there seems to be 
a maximum force limit at just over 50Hz., after which 
the force effected by an artificial contraction begins 
to decrease. The value of 50Hz. has been found by in-
dependent researchers Milner et al (1970) and Vodovnik 
et al (1965), and is now widely used for most muscles. 
STIMULATOR PULSE SHAPE. 
Vodovnik et al (1965) investigated several types 
of stimulus waveforms. 
1. A.C. waveforms: a) Sine waves. 
b) Alternating pulses. 
2. g~c. waveforms: a) Rectangular pulses. 
b) Exponential pulses. 
Though the pain caused by any specific waveform 
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was no greater than that of any other, they found that 
the d.c. signals required about one percent of the 
power that the a.c. signals required, to effect the 
same contraction. Almost all experimenters in this 
field now use trains of d.c. rectangular pulses to 
effect contraction. 
PULSE--WIDTHS AND TRAIN DURATION·: 
An extensive study of stimulus pulse widths has 
been made by Crochetiere et al (1966) in which they 
constructed curves of stimulus amplitude versus torque 
with pulse width as a third variable. Liberson et 
al (1960) felt that there was no specific preference 
among their subjects for a definite pulse width in the 
range 20 to 300~sec. Most experimenters now use a pulse 
width of about 2 msec. 
Train duration is very much dependent on the 
specific application to which a functional stimulator 
will be put. It is, however, important to realise that 
fatigue increases greatly with increased train dura-
tion. Kralj et al (1971) have investigated the effect 
of this variation on muscle fatigue. 
STIMULUS AMPLITUDE. 
Stimulus amplitude is another parameter which is 
very much dependent on the specific application of the 
functional stimulation and also on the muscle being 
stimulated. 
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Constant current stimulators are preferred by most 
researchers and peak currents from 10 to over 100 rnA. 
have been used. 
ELECTRODE SIZE AND POSITIONING. 
There are two main criteria to be considered for 
optimal electrode size. These are patient comfort and 
the effect of electrode size on torque.~Crochetiere 
et al (1966) found optimal electrode size for biceps 
stimulation to be about one inch in diameter. ~1ilner, 
Quanbury and Basmajian (1969) in stimulating the 
muscles of the leg, found subjects preferring electrode 
areas of at least two square inches. These electrodes 
were placed over the motor point of the muscle while 
the positive or indifferent electrode, a large elec-
trode of 12 square inches, was placed over the stimu-
lated muscle. 
8.5 PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH MUSCLE STIMULATION. 
8.5.1 
Since neither the stimulus waveforms nor the method 
by which the stimuli are applied are; ·not ideal, . the 
resultant contractions are not ideal and problems 
result. 
PAIN. 
Since the threshold of the sensory nerves is lower 
than that of the motor nerves, sensory nerves will be 
fired by any stimulus that activates motor nerves. 
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Consequently, when the stimulus rises above a certain 
level, the pain becomes unbearable. Any undue incon-
venience, especially in a functional aid, is liable 
to cause the rejection of it by the paralysed patient. 
As mentioned above, Milner et al (1969) have investi-
gated ideal electrode size and positions to minimize 
pain and it is possible to elicit effective contrac-
tion with sufficiently little inconvenience to the 
patients. 
FATIGUE. 
Muscles during normal activity take far longer 
to fatigue than those that are stimulated electrically. 
This is due primarily to the fact that the normal 
reflex loops stagger the excitation of the muscle 
fibres, resting some while others are stimulated. With 
electrical stimulation, all fibres are excited simul-
taneously and no chance is given for them to recover. 
Kralj, Trnkoczy and Vodovnik (1971) have extensively 
investigated the possible minimisation of fatigue but 
the problem still remains. A solution suggested by 
Peckham et al (1970) of sequentially stimulating elec-
trodes might go some way to relieve this problem, but 
further investigation is still required. 
8.6 FUNCTIONAL ELECTRICAL STIMULATION. 
As was mentioned in the introduction above, using 
electrical stimulation as a functional aid for para-
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lysed patients should have seemed obvious since 
Galvani's frogs' legs experiment. However, it was 
probably the invention of miniature electronic com-
ponents, such as the transistor, which, by offering 
the practical.possibility of this type of functional 
aid, gave just that little extra boost that was needed. 
THE PERONEAL BRACE. 
Liberson and associates designed and tested the 
first practical functional electrical stimulator in 
1960. It was used to aid hemiplegic patients who suf-
fered from drop foot, a common complaint among these 
patients, causing them to trip over their own feet. 
The stimulator was activated by a switch under the 
affected foot, so that whenever the foot was raised, 
the tibialis anterior muscle was stimulated, causing 
the foot to dorsiflex. Liberson's brace was extremely 
succesful, and amazingly revealed that after a period 
of using the stimulator, some patients re-acquired the 
ability to dorsiflex voluntarily. A commercial version 
of this brace is available from Philips, and has been 
developed by H.J. van Leeuwen and J. Vredenbregt (1969) 
PROGRAMMED FUNCTIONAL STIMULATION. 
Owing to the success of the peroneal brace, 
several researchers have felt that vast possibilities 
exist for programming stimulators to assist paralysed 
patients in various phases of their walking cycle. 
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Extrapolated, this could mean that it might one day be 
possible to have programmed stimulators assisting para-
plegics to walk normally. 
Coming back to present reality, though, a walking 
rate dependent peroneal brace has been developed by 
Kralj, Reberset and Gracanin (1971). They felt that 
there was an optimum percentage of the swing phase 
during which the affected leg should be stimulated. 
They determined this value to be 70% of the swing 
phase. Their brace, the P0-8, worked very successfully. 
but they have as yet, not satisfied themselves as to 
whether a walking rate peroneal stimulator is really 
necessary. 
A three-channel stimulator has been developed at 
the University of Lubljana by Kralj et al (1971). This 
stimulator had three stimulus channels, all of which 
were triggered by the same signal from a foot-switch. 
The delays in activation, the magnitude and the duration 
were independently variable for each channel. The 
real problem associated with this type of passive pro-
gramming is the inability of the stimulator to take 
account of the varying walking conditions and situa-
tions which a patient might encounter. This very 
ambitious attempt, however, still requires a certain 
amount of further development. 
A slightly different approach to multi-channel 
stimulation has been made by Rapley and Milner (1971). 
Their idea incorporated a handswitch whereby the order 
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of firing was manually controlled. 
8.7 CONCLUSION. 
The art of multi-channel programmed stimulation is 
still very much in its infancy. Tremendous advances 
have been made in quite a short time, a significant 
contribution coming from the Department of Bio-
mechanics at the University of Lubljana. More infor-
mation on gait control mechanisms and perhaps better 
methods of functional aid evaluation are required 
before wider use can be made of these stimulators. 
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CHAPTER 9. 
ANALYSIS OF THE STIMULATOR. 
9.1 INTRODUCTION. 
Innumerable aids are available today for. hemiplegic, 
paraplegic, and quadriplegic patients, such that it 
is not too difficult to provide a patient with many 
of the amenities available to normal people. Systems 
have been designed, whereby with simple switch arrays, 
activated by short breaths, a telephone may be answer-
ed, or the volume on a radio altered. Specialised 
environments have been designed to provide simpler 
and safer living conditions for patients confined to 
wheelchairs. Many patients, however, still regard 
11 all these machines 11 around them as a constant rem-
inder of their disability, and states of depression 
are very common. Giving back to these people their 
ability to walk, even in a limited sense, would be 
a great improvement over the independence offered 
by the available aids. It is with this aim in mind 
that researchers have attempted to design muscle 
stimulus systems to simulate the actions of the 
normal musculature system (refer to Chapter 8) . 
The human nervous and musculature system is 
extremely complex, and for a muscle stimulus system 
to emulate it in complexity would require an appara-
tus so large and cumbersome as to make the whole 
project not feasible. The initial success, however, 
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of the peroneal brace has shown that a gross model 
can still have a remarkable effect in helping to 
restore the activity of a paralysed muscle. 
9.2 THE WALKING CYCLE. 
The walking cycle may be divided into two segments 
for the sake of analysis: the swing phase, when the 
foot is in the air, and the stance phase, when the 
foot is on the ground. 
Muscle contractions during the swing phase are 
not req~ired to exert any large propulsive forces 
and as such, the magnitude of the contractions need 
not be too large nor even very finely controlled. 
What is important in the swing phase, though, is the 
time synchronisation of the various contractions in 
order to get a smooth £orward swing of the leg. The 
stance phase, however, requires both the exertion of 
large forces to propel the person forward, and fine 
control of the magnitude and time synchronisation of 
the contractions. This is rather difficult to achieve 
because of large response lags between the stimulus 
and the contraction, the movement of the motor point 
with muscle contractions, and the production of a 
non-linear force by the stimulus. (There is a lag 
of 20 - 50 msec. after the beginning of the stimulus 
and 100 - 200 msec. after the end. Kralj et al, 
(1971)). An added disadvantage is fatigue, which 
becomes more significant at the increased amplitudes 
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required for the stance phase. 
It is for the above reasons that most systems 
till now have concentrated on the swing phase. Kralj 
et al (1971), however, in developing a multi-channel 
stimulator for the swing phase, extended the stimula-
tion of the quadriceps into the beginning of the stance 
phase, where it was used to lock the knee, just as the 
body weight was brought to bear on it. They reported 
the successful operation of this stimulation effect 
in the stance phase. 
It was consequently felt that the real limitations 
of a gross stimulator in the stance phase could only 
be determined after actual experiment, and it was then 
decided to design and investigate a stance phase stim-
ulator. 
9.3 CHOICE OF MUSCLE TO BE STIMULATED. 
The gastrocnemius and the quadriceps muscle groups 
have very definite functions during the stance phase. 
The gastrocnemius is largely instrumental in giving 
the forward thrust by extending the ankle, while 
the quadriceps muscle group is involved in keeping 
the knee locked so that an effective forward move-
ment can be achieved. The quadriceps muscle is, 
however, more difficult to stimulate than the gastroc-
nemius, the activation of two motqr points being re-
quired to effect a reasonable contraction. It was 
consequently decided to concentrate initially on the 
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gastrocnemius stimulator. Once a stimulator of this 
type has been designed, it should not be difficult to 
use a similar type for the quadriceps group. 
9.4 ANALYSIS OF GASTROCNEMIUS ACTIVITY DURING THE STANCE 
PHASE. 
Milner et al (1970) measured the phasic activity of 
the gastrocnemius during walking for various speeds. 
It can be seen from the above data that the gastroc-
nemius is activated for between 40 - 50% of the heel 
strike to heel strike period, the actual percentage 
varying from patient to patient, but remaining fairly 
constant with speed. The point of the onset of acti-
vity was not clearly defined but it seemed to coincide 
very closely with the moment the toe of the other 
foot left the ground. 
The average amplitude of the gastrocnemius 
activity increased almost linearly with the speed of 
walking. This was very similar in the case of the 
quadriceps. 
9.5 CONCLUSION. 
Keeping the above discussion in mind, it was decided 
to build a stimulator for a-hemiplegic patient to 
assist him in getting better push-off during the 
stance phase. A hemiplegic patient was chosen so 
as to simplify the evaluation of the stimulator. The 
stimulator was to be able to cope with varying speeds 
of walking. 
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CHAPTER 10. 
SYSTEM DESIGN. 
10.1 BASIC SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS. 
There are three basic degrees of freedom which a 
stimulus signal has, once the frequency, pulse width, 
pulse shape'and electrode positioning have been set 
at their optimum levels. These are the stimulus 
duration, the duration between stimulus trains and 
the stimulus magnitude. It is the complex inter-
weaving of these~·three parameters for the various 
--r· 
muscles that creates the walking pattern. Any pro-
grarnrned stimulation must therefore have the basic 
system layout as described in Fig. 10.1. 
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There is initially an input section which coll-
ects all the relevant information from the external 
environment, such as speed of walking, heel strike, 
etc. The information received here is then stored 
and used for the determination of the stimulus dura-
tion and magnitude. When the trigger is activated, 
the stimulus magnitude is then automatically set 
and it passes through to the output for the pre-deter-
mined amount of time. 
INPUT INFORMATION. 
The input information required by a stimulus 
system, capable of emulating the human locomotor 
system, would be vast. The system would have to 
be notified of approaching steps, increasing up-
ward or downward slopes, on corners, to mention 
just a few parameters. With the system under con-
sideration, however, it was decided to limit its 
scope to cope only with a variation in the speed of 
walking. 
The initial aim, .therefore, was to find some 
easily measurable parameter which would give an 
indication of the patients speed, since to actually 
measure the walking speed directly would be a very 
complicated affair. An interesting relationship 
noted by Milner and Quanbury (1970) and depicted 
in Fig. 10.2 provides a simple answer. 
The above relationship was found with no 
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constraints on the subject besides constant speed. 
It can be seen that the step frequency has a slightly 
exponential relationship with respect to the speed 
of walking. For the purposes of this experiment, 
however, it was felt sufficiently accurate to approx-
imate the relationship to a linear one. This assump-
tion was valid since the idea was to create as simple 
and straightforward a system as possible, to evaluate 
its effectiveness, and then to decide whether a more 
complex version would be necessary. In addition the 
relationship, with the exception of lower speeds, 
was sufficiently linear to justify this approximation 
initially. 
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10.2.2 MEASUREMENT OF STEP FREQUENCY. 
It follows from the above that if the step 
frequency is known, knowledge of the walking speed 
would automatically follow. The step frequency is 
given directly by the inverse of the step period, 
an easily measureable quantity. 
The following methods exist for determining 
the step period: 
a) E.m.g. activity. 
b) Foot-ground contact. 
Since when measuring the pace period of a sub-
ject, it is necessary to have a very clearly defined 
point at which to begin and end measuring, use of 
the e.m.g. for this purpose is not advisable. Though 
e.m.g.s do have a periodic activity, the actual onset 
of activity is insufficiently defined. 
The measurement of foot-ground contact time, 
however, is a very definite method of determining the 
step period, there being a sharp transition from one 
step to the next. This was, consequently, the method 
used for determining the step period. 
Referring to the same paper by Milner and Quan-
bury {1970a), it could be seen that the toe down 
period as a percentage of the total step period 
remained reasonably constant over a range of walking 
speeds .. {This can be seen in Fig. 10.3). Thus by 
measuring this period, the step period could be 
directly determined~ 
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10.3 DETERMINATION OF STIMULATION DURATION. 
Referring to the results obtained by Milner and 
Quanbury (1970b) with respect to the gastrocnemius 
muscle, it could be seen that the time for which the 
muscle was active;-:(as a percentage of the step period, 
varied greatly from person to person (with normal 
people.) Consequently, the stimulus duration as a 
percentage of this period must be adjustable for each 
patient. However, an interesting point to note was 
that for any single person this percentage remained 
reasonably constant with varying speeds. The stim-
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ulation period could thus be set directly proportional 
to the step period, measured in 10.2.2 and the constant 
of proportionality could be the same for all walking 
speeds. This is illustrated in Fig. 10.4. 
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10.4 STIMULUS TRIGGER. 
8 
Referring to the graphs in the above paper, e.g. 
Fig. 10.4, it could be seen that gastrocnemius 
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activity begins just after the heel of the same foot 
strikes the ground. This coincides fairly closely 
with the moment the toe of the opposite foot leaves 
the ground. Consequently, this was initially set as 
a triggering point for the onset of stimulation, but 
should this be inadequate, a delay in triggering 
could always be introduced. 
10.5 DETERMINATION OF STIMULUS MAGNITUDE. 
Once again referring to the paper by Milner and 
Quanbury (1970b}, it was seen that the average e.m.g. 
increased almost linearly with speed. For similar 
reasons to those given in J.O ~ 3 ~.it was felt feasible 
to linearise this relationship for the sake of initial 
experimentation. Thus as the step duration measured 
in 10.2.2 increased, indicating a decrease in the 
speed, the magnitude of the stimulus was made to de-
crease linearly. The relationship was naturally to 
be variable, so that it could be adjusted for each 
patient. 
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10.6 STIMULUS SIGNAL. 
The fixed parameters of the stimulus signal were 
taken from a consensus of other experimenters in this 
field and were set at a frequency of 50 Hz. with a 
pulse width of 0.3 msec. Square wave pulses were, used. 
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CHAPTER 11. 
ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT DESIGN. 
11.1 TIME MEASUREMENT. 
11.1.1 TIME SWITCH. 
11.1.2 
The pace period was measured by determining the 
length of time the toe of the un~timulated foot was 
on the ground. For this purpose a footswitch of the 
type described in 6.1.1.2, was attached to the toe, 
so. as to form a closed circuit when toe-ground con-
tact was made. This switch was more than adequate for 
the experimental model. 
TIME BASE GENERATOR. 
In order to store the pace period information 
and to activate the subsequent circuits·-according to 
its value; a voltage time base generator was used. 
This produced a voltage proportional in magnitude 
to the period of toe-ground contact. 
Several circuits exist for accomplishing this 
time to voltage conversion. In,this design, a Miller 
integrator was used due to the high degree of linear-
ity which could be attained. The time base character-
istic may be seen in Fig. 11.1. 
The levelling off of the voltage after two seconds 
is a safety device which limits the duration and mag-
nitude of the stimulus in case the patient should re-
main standing on the time switch for any length of time. 
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Fig. 11.2 is the circuit of the Miller integrator. 
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When the toe-switch S is closed, a voltage 
appears at the input to the integrator and the cap-
acitor C is charged up linearly with time. The 
charging speed (C.S.) is determined as follows: 
c.s. = volts/sec0nd. 
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vlith R = lMD and c = .47)\l\E' 
C.S. = 2.13 V volts/second. 
The changing time can thus be controlled by 
setting the variable resistor VR 1 , which determines 
V. In order to achieve the curve of Fig. 11.1: 
V = .94 volts. 
The input to the integrator was also connected 
through a 20 MD resistor to a variable voltage. This 
was used to counteract a slight drift in the integra-
tor output when switch 8 1 was open. 
The integrator was automatically discharged at 
the end of each cycle so that it would be ready for 
the following pace period measurement. This discharge 
was effected by a relay which short circuited the 
condenser C 1 • The relay was activated by switch 8 2 
which was closed by the same toe-ground contact as 8 1 • 
The action v1as such that v1hen switch S 2 was open~d, 
' 
capacitor C 1 was discharged. The relay was also 
responsible for the memory of the condenser voltage, 
b~t this will be discussed in a later section. 
11.2 PULSE FORMATION. 
An astable and monostable combination was used to 
set the frequency and width of the stimulus pulses. 
11. 2. 1 FREQUENCY DETERMINATION. 
The astable multivibrator circuit used was that 
shown in Fig. 11.3. This circuit produces square wave 
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11. 2. 2 
oscillations. 
(R,) 
JJoll 
Fig. 11.3 
The period of the stimulus waveform which is 
the inverse of the frequency may be determined as 
follows: 
1 
T = f = 
= 6.69 X .2211F (Rt + R2) 
= 0.159 x 10 6 (RI + R2) seconds. 
The frequency was set at 50 Hz. by fine setting of 
the resistor R2 • The two diodes in the base circuits 
of each transistor were to aid in quick transition 
of the transistor from one state to another. This 
helped to shorten the rise and fall times of the stim-
ulus pulses. 
PULSE WIDTH DETERMINATION. 
The square wave pulse created by the astable 
multivibrator was fed into the monostable circuit of 
Fig. 11.4 for variable control of the pulse width. 
The circuit of Fig. 11.4 is only half of a 
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normal monostable circuit, but the output transistor 
T2 of the astable acts here as the other half of the 
monostable as well. As the collector of T 2 goes 
high, the base of T 3 goes high, driving it ON. T 3 
then remains ON until the capacitor C has discharged 
through the resistor R. 
The period of the output pulse is given approxi-
mately as: 
T = 0.69 RC sec. 
In the final model this value was adjusted to: 
T = 0. 3 msec. 
11.3 THE STIMULUS DURATION CONTROL. 
11.3.1 THE MEMORY. 
Capacitor storage was used as the memory element 
for the duration control. A capacitor C3 was charged 
up by the ramp generator of 11.1.2 when the switches 
S 1 and S 2 were closed. The capacitor C3 was then 
disconnected from the ramp generator by the relay, 
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when S 1 and S 2 were opened, and connected to the 
stimulus duration control circuit. 
According to the system design in Chapter 10, 
the stimulus was to last 40% of the step period which 
is 80% of the toe-ground contact time. To do this, 
it was necessary to discharge the capacitor C 3 linear-
ly so that it reached 0 volts after a time period equal 
to 80% of the ON time of switch S 1 • This was achieved 
by discharging C 3 through a large resistor to the 
negative rail. The discharge characteristic down to 
0 volts was thus reasonably linear. By varying the 
discharge resistance, the percentage of the step period 
for which stimulus was applied, could be controlled. 
A value of 2.8 MQ was used to give the required stimulus 
duration. 
~v 
-------.--- 0~ i.~ 
Fig. 11.5 
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The discharge characteristic may be seen .in 
Fig. 11.6. 
VOLTA'-F i 
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Fig. 11.6 
11.3.2 VOLTAGE FOLLO~ffiR. 
A voltage follower was necessary at the output of 
the R.C. memory, since a minimum amount of current drain 
from the memory was essential to minimise distortion 
of the discharge waveform. This criterion was satisfied 
by the high input impedence of the follower. 
1.Z '14/ 
Fig. 11.7 
11.3.3 SCHMITT TRIGGER. 
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The LM 710, an integrated circuit Schmitt trigger, 
was used to form a pulse of duration equal to the stim-
ulus duration required. The Schmitt trigger was trigg-
ered negative when the input rose above 100 mV. and 
positive when it dropped below 0 v. Thus the pulse 
duration was equal to the time the voltage on capaci-
tor C3 remained above 0 V. 
1..1"1 71~ 
·V 
Fig. 11.8 
By varying the ratio between R1 and R2 the differences 
between the triggering ON and triggering OFF voltages 
could be controlled. By varying the offset on resis-
tor R3 the actual voltages at which triggering occurred 
could be varied. 
11.3. 4 OUTPUT AMPLIFIER. 
An output amplifier was used to invert the Schmitt 
trigger pulse and amplify it to a suitable level to 
control the FET switch of 11.3.5. 
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An F.E.T. switch was used to control the passage 
of the stimulus pulses from the astable circuit and 
eventually to the stimulator itself. When the input 
to the gate of the F.E.T. went high the F.E.T. acted 
as a short circuit permitting the passage of pulses 
and when the gate voltage went low, the F.E.T. was an 
open circuit with respect to the 15KS"2 resistor so that 
the square wave pulses no longer appeared at the out-
put of the stimulator. 
o~ F/1~,., 
.f'N111Tr T~lti,¥1? 
o;fo J:'l?o'1 ----~--, 
nu.t,•,.,Vf(f/?1'/TOI(' 
-" 
Fig. 11.10 
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11.4 THE STIHULUS AMPLITUDE CONTROL. 
11.4.1 THE MEMORY. 
11.4. 2 
A condenser memory was used here as in 11.3.1. 
Here, however, the relay simply separated the capacitor 
from the ramp generator and fed it into a voltage 
follower, with a very high input impedence so that 
the voltage would not leak away. The capacitor was 
not discharged as in 11.3.1. 
I 
-v 
Fig. 11.11 
VOLTAGE CONTROLLED AMPLIFIER. 
The voltage controlled amplifier of Fig. 11.12 
varies the amplification of the pulsed signal accor-
ding to the value of the voltage at the base of trans-
istor T3. 
As the voltage as the base of transistor T3 
increases, so the current through the transistor 
increases and the amplitude of the output pulse which 
,.,,appears at the collector increases. Thus as the input 
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to T3 increases, the amplification of the circuit 
increases. As this is the opposite to the desired 
condition layed out in Chapter 10, an additional 
transistor T~ was added before T 3 to invert the out-
put from the voltage controlling memory. Consequently, 
as the memory output increases the amplification of 
the circuit decreases. 
+V 
.2,.-uF 
Put.SF r; i/p _____ _,, 1---+---T----1 
&# FA'D" 
Vo.(r/IGE 
Ct1/tl Tl'lol.tFI? 
11.5 OUTPUT AMPLIFIER. 
IZKJl. 
Fig. 11.12 
3·JKft 
An output amplifier was provided, firstly to ~nvert 
the pulses from the voltage controlled amplifier, and 
also to set the amplitude of the pulses before they 
were fed onto the stimulator, since it was simpler to 
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vary the amplitude here than on the stimulator itself. 
IO.J"F 
~~---~--~MM~~ 
/h./l 
-v 
Fig. 11.13 
11.6 THE STIMULATOR. 
The output from the amplifier was fed into the base 
of a power transistor 2N 4240, which was connected 
across a 90 v. rail. The output was taken between 
the collector and the positive rail, thus supplying 
the stimulated area v.rith a constant current stimulus. 
t 9o" 
Fig. 11.14 
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11. 7 ELECTRICAL Ir-:IPEDANCE BETNEEN ELECTRODES . 
Although essentially it is not part of the stimulator 
design it is important to know the load impedance 
between the electrodes. The equivalent circuit in 
Fig. 11.15 was determined by Chandler and Sedgwick, 
( 19 71) • 
N, 
c, 
Fig. 11.15 
R 1 is a series resistance due to the electrodes 
themselves. It is of the order of' several hundred 
ohms. 
R 2 is a parallel resistance present with electrodes 
at least a few square centimetres in area. It is in 
the order of 25KQ. 
C 1 is the capacitive effect across the electrodes. 
It is in the order of .l~F. 
R 3 and C3 are the resistance and capacitance effect 
presented by the skin itself, and are in the order of 
2KQ and .05~F respectively. 
11.8 COMPLETE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM. 
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CHAPTER 12. 
RESULTS. 
12.1 STIMULATOR ELECTRODES. 
The choice of stimulator electrodes was made after 
referring to an investigation by· Milner et al (1970) 
into optimum electrode size and type. Firstly, for 
the earth electrode a fine stainless steel mesh, 
7 em. by 7 em. was covered with ·Redux electrode 
paste and applied onto the tendon of the gastroc-
nemius muscle, about 5 em. below the actual muscle 
bulk. This electrode was held in place with micro-
pore paste. Whereas Milner et al used a small 3 em. 
by 3 em. mesh for the negative electrode and a button 
electrode covered with saline soaked gauze as the 
search electrode, the button electrode was used here 
as a permanent fixture for reasons which are mention-
ed below. The position of application of the button 
electrode was in the popliteal crease, just behind 
the knee, where it was shifted carefully till the 
correct position was found. In this position, 
stimulation of the nerves feeding the gastrocnemius 
muscle heads was achieved. 
12.2 TESTING THE EQUIPMENT. 
In order to evaluate the system in the most efficient 
manner, the following order of testing was used. 
Before actually using the stimulator on a patient 
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it was tested out on a normal person. This permitted 
greater freedom in the initial adjustments. A Grass 
Isolated Stimulator type 2533 was used in conjunction 
with a Grass Gated Pulse Generator type 2521 to 
stimulate the muscle initially, in order to determine 
the range of stimulus magnitudes required. This 
information was then used to set the final amplifier 
in the designed stimulator so that suitable stimulus 
levels were obtained. 
After completing the initial testing on a 
normal person, the above process v1as repeated on a 
hemiplegic patient. 
12.3 DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED. 
Several problems were encountered which made the 
gastrocnemius more difficult to stimulate than the 
tibialis anterior muscle, which was stimulated in 
the peroneal brace. Firstly, since the stimulation 
point was embedded deep in the back of the knee, it 
proved rather difficult to find and once found, could 
easily slip away, due to the lack of a hard surface 
upon which to catch the nerve. 
Another difficulty encountered, once again due 
to tpe depth of the nerve amidst the tissue, was that 
a constant pressure was required upon the electrode. 
It was for this reason that it was decided to retain 
the button electrode as the permanent electrode for 
this stimulator. Care should be exercised, however, 
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in seeing to it that no blood vessels are squeezed 
tight. 
The button electrode alone was also found to 
supply insufficient pressure to the stimulation 'site 
and so a mould of the back of the knee vJas made.: This 
was done by simply placing "Orthoplast" in a bowl of 
very hot water at which it becomes malleable and can 
be moulded to any shape. This mould was pressed against 
the button electrode and held in place with micropore 
tape. Under these conditions good results were obtained. 
12. 4 RESULTS. 
In the initial testing of the apparatus on a healthy 
person, the system was found to blend in well with 
normal walking, and the timing of the stimulus was felt 
to coincide very closely with normal muscle activity. 
The hemiplegic patient on whom the stimulator was 
tested, was intelligent and co-operated well. Certain 
difficulties, however, presented themselves. Firstly, 
as mentioned in 12.3, great difficulty was experienced 
in locating the stimulating point of the gastrocnemius 
muscle. If this system were to be used eventually as 
a regular functional aid, a simpler method of locating 
would have to be perfected. 
Secondly, it would require a certain amount of 
training with the stimulator before the patient:' s 
abnormal walk could be made to co-ordinate with the 
stimulus frequence of the stimulator. A reasonable 
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training period on a group of hemiplegics would thus 
be necessary in order to evaluate the overall possibi-
lities of the instrument. 
12.5 CONCLUSION. 
Though not many hemiplegic patients suffer from loss 
of gastrocnemius activity alone, the use of this 
stimulator in conjunction with a peroneal brace in 
the more seriously affected hemiplegic cases, could 
be of great assistance. It is felt, however, that 
the real advantage of this system would be in evalua-
ting the potential of functional electrical stiMula-
tion on a wider scale. A long-term study of this 
stimulator on a patient would be necessary before it 
could be definitely determined whether there was an 
improvement in the patient's gait pattern or not. 
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CHAPTER 13. 
CONCLUSION. 
The scope of functional electrical stimulation in 
the aid of the paralysed is extremely wide. Only 
the surface has been touched. Perhaps it might one 
day be possible for completely denervated legs to 
walk artificially. However, far more knowledge and 
research into the mechanism of gait control is 
necessary before this can become an actuality. It 
should be realised, though, that at the present 
moment, research is being done in nerve surgery, 
which might open up a completely different approach 
to rehabilitation work. The problems involved in 
this approach are, however, tremendous, and until 
some definite results are available, functional 
electr~cal stimulation seems to offer the most 
realistic and effective answer to a very pressing 
problem. 
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APPENDIX A. 
A DIFFERENTIAL E.M.G. AMPLIFIER WITH ONE 
INPUT GROUNDED. 
The differential amplifier circuit design appears 
below in Fig. A.l. 
111Jl 
.E I.E C. 7'1foD IS 
.2 . .lnF .,,.. 
'----f f-----11- .?.$ 
Q 0~~-6-KA __ !~---------------------------~,-----o 
Fig. A.l 
The Common Mode rejection ratio of the above 
circuit is theoretically infinite. However, since 
the two inputs are not completely isolated from 
earth, a certain amount of crosstalk occurs if extra 
e.m.g. amplifiers are coupled to the same earth. This 
is due to the fact that the amplifier registers the 
effect of the A electrode, not only with respect to 
its B electrode, but with respect to all other B 
electrodes as well. An experiment was performed to 
determine the extent of this interference and to de-
cide whether the system ought to be used or not. 
EXPERIMENT: To determine the crosstalk between two 
muscles using the above e.m.g. amplifier. 
METHOD: 1. A square wave stimulus was applied across 
the biceps at a frequency of 200Hz. with a 
pulse duration of 1 msec. The amplitude was then 
varied in steps. 
2. The magnitude of the stimulus was measured 
by placing two monitoring electrodes between the 
stimulus electrodes. 
3. The e.rn.g. of the wrist flexors of the 
forearm were also monitored and amplified by 100. 
RESULTS: 
A. Without stimuli applied to the biceps. 
The wrist was flexed tightly and the e.m.g. mag-
nitude was measured. 
1. With no earth electrodes attached, 
e.m.g. magnitude = .3 - .5 volts. 
2. With biceps earth electrode attached, 
e.m.g. magnitude = .3 - .5 volts. 
B. With stimulus applied across the biceps. 
The wrist here was not flexed and thus only the 
interference was monitored by the forearm e.m.g. 
amplifier. 
1. With no earth electrodes attached. 
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Size of stimulus Size of forearm amplifier 
(monitored at biceps) output 
10 mV. 0 v. 
100 mv. 0 v. 
1 v. 0 v. 
10 v. 25 mv. 
2. With biceps earth electrode attached. 
Size of stimulus Size of forearm amElifier 
(monitored at biceEs) outpu~ 
10 mv. 5 mv. 
50 mV. 20 mV. 
100 mv. 40 mv. 
500 mV. 200 mV. 
1 v. • 3 6 v. 
10 v. 2.5 v. 
DISCUSSION: 
The first fact noticeable from the above information 
is the additive effect of increasing the stimulus . 
. The interference on the forearm amplifier i~ linearly 
proportional to the size of the stimulus. 
For a 10 mV. biceps e.m.g. the crosstalk on the 
forearm amp would be 5 mV. As a percentage of the 
forearm e.m.g. output, this is: 
SmV. 
• 3V. X 100 = 1.66% (maximum) 
However, when other channels were connected in 
a similar fashion to the same earth, the interference 
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was additive. Thus with a total of four channels, 
the maximum interference in any one channel was 5%. 
CONCLUSION. 
In a system which was completely free of other 
interference, 5% might be a tolerable limit. How-
ever, since interference was created in other parts 
of the system, it was decided against using these 
amplifiers. 
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APPENDIX B. 
DETAILED CIRCUIT OF THE P.M. RECEIVER. 
The P.M. receiver used was a commercially manu-
factured S.T.C. receiver available in modular form. 
The circuit consisted basically of five sections: 
1. Radio frequency (R.F.) amplifier. 
2. Self mixing oscillator. 
3. First intermediate frequency (I.F.) amplifier. 
4. Second intermediate frequency amplifier. 
5. Ratio detector. 
A detailed analysis of the design was available 
with the receiver. This incorporated the circuit 
design as well, which is reproduced here. 
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Printed Circuit Board connection key. 
W11h , ·~f,nenr.e to Figures 10 and 11, the connector 
'' .1c!-s of 11w m0dulc mJy be identified as follows. 
1. Via a 200 microanip (F.S.O.) Tuning meter to earth 
(pins 5, G ,md 7). 
2. Plus 5.G v D.C., stilbilised. 
3. Antenna. 
-1. Antenna. 
.l, G 
~ 7 Earth. 
a. T unin\J vol tagr. from wiper of tuning potentiometer. 
CJ. A F .C. to t!;u·tfl via a switch. 
-10. 1\urito trcqUt~ncy output from module .. 
;omponent Complement 
\l•th •eferuncc to Figure 1 i. 
·ransistors 
)1, m: BF 125 STC (SA) 
.l:l, ():!: f~F 121 STC (SA) 
)iodcs 
) I D2: BB 142 V<trlilllle cap<iCitcmcc diodes STC (SA) 
)J: D4: /\A 1•13 Gt!rnwnium goldbonded diodes S.TC (SA) 
~esi~tors 
n G80'ohm ·~. Wutt minimum 10%. 
\1. 31<3 ohm'., watt minimum 10'~·~, 
l3 '100 ol11n •·• W<•tt mir11mum 10')(, 
lil - 100 ohm', watt minimum 10% 
{5 ioK oln~ '4 watt minimum 10% 
~G !i6 l(ohm l4 wati minimum 5% 
~7 Gao ohm .• watt minimum 10% 
~8 3K3 ohm '·• wntt m1nimum 10% 
{9 .. 10K ohm:.~ Wilt! 11111\lmum 10% 
no - liG Kohm :·.1 WJlt minimum 5% 
~11 10 Kohm l• watt minimum 10% 
il/1 1'1<ohm '4 wattm1nirnurn 10% 
~13 10 ohm:.;, watt min1mum 10% 
1111 ... 10Kohm ~'. w<lttmmirnurn 10~u 
llS 31<3 ohm:', watt minimum 10·!; 
{l[i 470 ohm •.; wutt minimum 10"(, 
-l17 4 70 ohm>~ Wilt! minimum 10% 
{ 18 330 ohm% watt minimum 10% 
-l iU 330 ohm:~ watt mii1imum 10% 
~:.)0 ... 10 Kohm% watt minimum 10% 
i:?1 - 31<3 ol1m% watt minimum 10% 
1\pplic;~tion Note Al 101 
,4 70.:/l ... 
/./' /('./1 
:r. 9 -t' .It 
h 7().11. 
/ /(' .n. 
:!• 9KA. 
R22 470 ohm% watt minimum 10% 
R23 470 ohm% watt minimum 10% I K .A 
R24 100 ohm ~; watt minimum 1 O~o 
R25 22 Kohm% watt minimum 1 oo~ 
R26 4K7 ohm''~ watt minimum 10% 
R27,28- 18 Kohm :~watt minimum ,5°·.i 
Capacitors 
Cl 
C2 
C3 
C4 
C5 
C6 
C7 
C8 
C9 
C10 
C11 
C12 
C13 
.C14 
C15 
ClG 
C17 
C18 
C19 
C20 
C21 
C22 
C:?3. 
1 OOpf. l2V ceramic disc capacitor 
0.001 ut 12V ceramic'disc capacitor 
0.2 uf 12V cer:amic disc capacitor. 
0.005 L.:f riw far capacitor· 
4 pf. 12V ceramic disc caracitor ~ 
1.8 pt to 6 pf trimmer capacitor . 
(7 or 10 mrn base m;~trix). 
680 pf. 12V ceramic disc capacitor 
68 pf. 12V ceramic disc c;lpacitor 
0.2 uf. 12V ceramic disc capacitor 
0.001 uf 12V ceramic disc capacitor 
4·pf. 12V cerar:nic'disc capacitor 
68 pf. 12V ceramic disc capacitor 
0.005 uf mylar capacitor 
1.8 pf. to 6 pf. trimmer capacitor 
(7 or 10 rnm base matrix). 
0.005 up mylar capacitor 
65 pf capacitor (lnterwall to Til 
0.2 ut 12V ctnamic disc capacitor 
330 pf. 12V ceramic disc cap;1citor 
0.02 ut 12V ceramic disc cap;1citor 
0.2 uf 12V ccrilmic disc caracitor 
50 pf capacitor (lntcrwall to T2) 
330 pt. 12V "Namic disc capacitor 
0.02 uf 12V cerilmic disc Cclp<~citor 
• 0 "/" /':. 
• (.)(J :',Mr. 
C24 
C25 
C2G 
C27,28 
C20,31 
0.2 uf 12V ceramic disc Cilpacitor u_~.-uF 
... 7.5/8 pf. 12V cer;lmit: elise capdcitor 
80pfcapacitor (lntc•nal T3) 
--- 330 pf caracitors 
- 4.7 ut. 1 OV T dntulum electrolytic copacitors 
(S.T.C. (S.A.)). 
C30 0.001 ul. 12V ceramic disc capacitor 
C32 0.01 uf. 12V cerumic disc C<lpacitor 
.. 
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~ 
i: 
lnclur.tors 
L 1 ··,;---:-r111ns. 7:->S\J\1(1. Copp!~r enamelled wire 5mm 
d•,tlltt•lt•t. c.•:lltt' t.tpped. 
I., :r .. rurn·;. :'2 S\VG Copper enamelled wire on plastic 
'''1"1111'1 1\'tth dust Iron slu\1· '" ,;:Jl 
L.:; 1 !• t:n '"; silk in-;u!.t:t>d Lit!., wound on 56 Kohm 
't~l;i~~:il, .1~ foltllt'f. 
L4 r. lltttt~ 7:.' S\\!G. Coprer t!n;unl!lled wire on pi;Jstic 
lor nwr wrth dust Iron slu!J, t<tpped 2% turns ftom 
ho llnm. 
1
, . 
.. l 
I.F. Tr.msfnrmers 
. -- .. --- ·------- --
· ..• 
I I. f-n,r : f'. ft.Jnsfnrnier: with rcferet1ce to figure 19 for 
O!t 
print<•' v caraci tance " 65 pF 
Unloadt!d 0 
!l.ln lJF.W 
> 80 
1·1, tapned 8 turns from bottom. 
::.:>,_:'~·;.~l_l.'2!.~.L.f.. Transformer: Specifications as above with 
\h·· "'.\:t'Jl111lf1 of C:?1 · b() pf. 
~· .. '·· ll.:tr.:~~.~.i·~!·~.t.:_t::~~ with t(lfcrence to Figure 1 (a) for 
.: , :•d I. llOIPi'llCi,\1\111!. 
"! 
:.)u 
C: 11 t rcft!l'l'lll!l to FiC]ure 11 
c::tp:tci t<Jnce 
L};;lo.ul··d Q > no 
primary 
7.5 pF 
J')_ 
:V ,,. 
80 pF 
0.0:·>'~ U EW for prim;u y and feedback coil 
0.1 1~ UEW lor Bililarly wound seconrlary<; 
coil. 
; .. ,:ntHI<IfV; Bifilatly wound: 5' 5 turns. 
f,., t;o~t 'I : F!'udilack windtng : ~ turns. 
il11~ illttilot t!:<<mti:wd it numiH~r of .J.F. ttansforrners and 
<!1111 rh~li!Ctot t"tl!l!tS lready wound). currently itvail<tillc on 
i;..• m;ttkl't, itnd found thP. selection to IH~ wide. lndttc 
"""'!~ ranqin!J ftotn 0.08 uH to 1.5 mH, with alarCJt! vatif~ty 
•f r.on• indtt!ttiil~ <tv<tilaille. The c:asP. sizes rangl'rl from a 
rn.~:: ~l.!i. mm ··;qua•IJ lly 8.G mrn high, upwards. In view of 
il•! :.,, CJ•' numhct uf in!t•rconnecttOns a viii Iailie, p<trticuliitly 
~·lit!t(! tht· r;,tio <l•~l•!ctor filter is conccmed. tl1e prin-ted 
IICllll hn<ud would, in some cases h<tve to be reclesir1ned in 
IJ,~ :•:•tJton of r!w ratio detu.ctor filter, to C<Jter for some 
hll1Wttl.ll· itpplication. 
~~~Ct:llancous 
·----·-----
P11nted c:irclllt Bti;url: STC (SA) A.L. 100-001--00 
I """Hi tnt!!<!r : 200 rnicrournp F.S.D. 
/.•~t;•t diode : D.C. supply voltage stabilising diode. STC 
!Sf\) lC] (i.li 
ltii111HJ potentiometer: 
CtHJtH·c·tl'' Socket :· 
12-4 
Unique fc<tturcs of the BF121/125 RF transistor family. · 
The actual collector, emitter and b<:~se junctions of t~lt' 
tr;msistors conform to the normill, very $mall, intet<liCJi:th•d 
structure of most modern h_igh fref1uencv tr<H1siqors i.r.. sc~ 
Figure 12 below: 
Bondtng pad 
. /:~ . . . .. 
. .-:::::=:> -<t=== --- . Bonding pad · 
e ~==jj')a. • ' , 
. ·-==-->) . . I ·~==~/ ___ =::::::::> . I 
Figure 12 
As a result of the min11te sizes of the <li>ove "dirpts", tl;,~ 
ilCtu;~l interjunction capacili\ncr.s art! extf(!llltdy low. flo\·: 
ever, in order to apply the device, wit r.s have to l>t~ ho;ult~t! 
to the junctions of tlw tt·ansistor. Owing tc the sm:1ll st;l' of 
the transistor, this is virtuillly irnpossillle. For .this rt!d~;on. 
alurn111ium hondlllQ pads;' connected to the ;elev;~nt ill'''~ 
tions, are included in the structure of the t;ansistm r,, 
f<tcilit<tte the ea:;y bonding of connection wires. 
These bonding pad~. however, givt~ rise to sinntfir.;;nt 
collector b<Jse and collector emitter capacil<tnces. In n"~'·r 
to overcome this problem. diodes (P.type material) h.tv•' 
been diffused into the N-type collector nwterial llencJth 
the bonding pads. Refer to Fi~Jllre 13 hqlow: 
S<~ 
p 
Figure 13. 
These diodes effectively isol<tte the emittet cllld h:l't' 
aluminium ovcrl<ty pads from the coller.tot m.t!CI i;rl. thu-; 
reducing interjunction caracit<Jnces to a minimum. 
The two diocles are actually lmger in plan· ill P.<t, tli:111 :he 
emitter and IJJ.se aluminium ovcrlily fl<:~ds titus minirnisi11o 
fwthcr, capacitive interactions clue to frillfJC eff,:cts. Th;• 
bodies of the two diodes <tre brougl)t out from undPt tho• 
above mentioned ·oveti<JY bonding p;1ds <mel i11trt contwct••tl 
vi~ a thin aluminium overlay structure which forms, cis wr!ll, 
the bonding pad for the screen terminal of the tr<Jnsisto1 
(see Figure 14) 
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APPENDIX C. 
THE DESIGN OF ACTIVE FILTERS USING TABLES. 
An article by M. Bronzite (1970) which contains 
a set of tables for the simplified design of active 
filters, and details on how to use them, is repro-
duced here. 
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'in·ks~ \\'.,rhl, March 1971) 
)t~sign procedure 
-~ !11. Bronzite, B.Sc. 
n recent years there has been much work 
'll low-frequency active filters usin).! twin- . 
cc, op-amps. n.i.cs, and gyrators. For all of 
hcse. the calculation of the necessary 
r~·qucncy selective components can bC 
cdious.and some knowhlgc of filter theory 
~dc~irahlc in order to match the chosen type 
,f liltcr to the particular r~4uiremcnt. It is, 
'..:rhaps. time to re-examine a simpler 
tructurc using unity-gain amplifiers'· 2, 
1·hid1 lends itself to rapid th.:sign without 
he usc of precision components, yet is stable 
1nd may be readily "bread-boarded". 
This design of a low- or high-pass filter 
.viii rely on evaluating three dependent 
·ariables, any I'.\'• ' ·'::ch may he used to 
lctermine the , i) the pass-hand 
·ipple (m dB). whic;l wnstitutcs the varia-
ion in output over the whole of the pass-
1and with a constant amplitude input; (2) 
he reject-hand attenuation, one useful 
11easure of this. being the attenuation one· 
1ctav.: away from the pass-hand limit; and 
.'\) the order of the lilter (N) which is the 
1umher of filter clements required to 
H.:hieve a given performance. Given, say; 
'I) nnd (2), this article will describe how the 
·est of the design may be accomplished. 
The ftltcr· itsdf consists .. of simple units 
-.vhid1 arc added together to provide the 
·cquired complexity, and these units arc 
LOW-PASS 
Double element · 
(a) 
(b) 
51ngle clement 
.... · 
~
R C~V 
(c) ~L 
. shown In Fig. 1 along with the pertinent 
design cqualiorls. With types (a) and (d) 
the first set of components ( R 1 C d may be 
designed independently of the second set 
(R 2C 2 ), whcrca~ in types (b) (lnd (c) the 
series clements arc equal in value. giving an 
advantage of one less active clement being 
used at the cost of reduced comp'onent 
flexibility. Due to the amplifier isolation, 
each unit can be considered without regard 
to the requirl:mcnts of other units and can 
even be separated from them by intcrvcnin'g 
linear circuitry without degrading the over-
all performance. In many cases, a value of 
Cis chosen and the v:~luc of R is calculated 
on the grounds of restricted capacitor 
availability, and this tends to favour the usc 
of units (a) and (c) for low- and high-pass 
filters respectively, since (b) requires two 
capacitor values and (d) requires two 
amplilicrs. The unity gain amplifiers can 
consist of any available active clement with 
a gain of I ±0·05 ussuming the filter 
performance is not required to be too 
stringent. (Naturally. a very "tight" speci-
fication would demand both precision 
components and an accurate umplificr). 
Thus op-amps and emitter followers arc of 
immediate application but some care must 
be taken with the design of source and 
cathode followers since their transl)'lission 
{ 
c, .. ..?.!.L 
Rtm 
. T~ c2 c -'~ 2Rfm 
Double element 
(d) 
(e) 
51nglc element 
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characteri~tics can he ~i).:nilicantly ks\ than 
O·'l.'i. The dri\'c capability 11 ill d..:p..:nd <'11 
th..: snun:e and load prl·,~·nted t,, t:ll.: 
ampli11a; i.e .. U\ing un1t (d 1 l·rnrn 1-'i'-:. 1. 
if/<~ is much laq.:er than R1• then a D.trlin~­
ton p;1ir would he u-;ed fi>r till' "lY<'tcd 
amplifier. hut if R.: is wry rnu::hly eqt:a! ic> 
or smaller than I< 1 then a simple cmli<C< 
follllwer is suitable. 
Now a filter p.tss-h;mJ limit n;ay !~c 
delincd as either the frcqucnc: at Wht.:h th.: 
output has uiminisl~<:d t>y 111 dB fl~ l•'r the 
frequency where it has diminishl·d !11 .<dB 
u:,o~n) and ohviously thl' atll'nuatinn in t:lc 
first octave after this point will (kr.:nd ''il 
\vhich crit.:rion is chosen. In till' la!lcr c.:'·c·. 
the filter performance is rclalL'd to / 1,, 11 ;ond 
ir is ncc..:ssary to general<: the l'l(•Jilaknt 
value of fm in order to aJll'l' th~· (k,i::a 
equations given in Fig. f. This is·lh,nc hy 
means of a coetlicient·fi which i:. !:i1cn in 
·Table 3 for various values of rippk· and 
Order Of filter, and the aprrl)priatc C<lll\'Cf· 
sion l~quations arc appcmkd to the ::thic. 
The c;llculation of {I itsdf is deri\'ed :·:, ·,;. 
rc( 3. 
The' only matter otllstanding to linj,j; 
the lksign is the v;llue of 7~ :tnd this i> gi1 ,;: 
in Tables I and ::!. with an outline l'f it· 
derivatinn )!in:n in tlk',lppcndix. Thl· t:th!.-., 
contain nino: groups of li~urcs ~~r whid1 th.: 
first ei)!ht g,·ncrate a Clleh~·chc\· rc·';'·':.·.,' 
(111"' 0) and the last one )!en,·r · _., 
a nut tcrwnrt h rcspnnsc '(Ill = (l ·' ;,; 
fm = .f,Jnl. The ligures qtwted in tlw :<t!L'Il· 
uation column cater ior the two ditli:rcnt 
cases discussed ab,we. and it woukl s~·,·::t 
practical to usc the lirst whenm is !.1r;:c and 
the second when m is ~mail. In an: cas~·. 
these attenuation figures wl·rc cxtraj'<'L:Ic'd 
from graphical s''urcesr. ·:. ~ :1nd Gill ,,nly 
he cnnsilkrcd as apprllximate with a m.ni .. 
mum crrnr nf :l: 5 ",. l'll th~· qthlled tiplrl'. 
While ''n the subject nfallcnuatil'n it ,;lh'Uid 
be recalled as a rough rule of thumb that ali 
the lilters have a roll·l'IT of 6N dB l1c'ta\'e 
after the first octave. Thus a five ekm~·nt 
1-dll low-pass filter with a p:t~s-b:~nJ hmit 
of 1 kill will he 1 dB down at I kHz. 45 dB 
• down at 2kllz (from Table I), 75 dB down 
HIGH-PASS 
o--t~. 
~R 
(t) _l. 
RC = , 
'o· 
Fit:. 1. mock configurations. 
It 4 kll1 H5 -Hi'>< 5). and so on. FM more 
h:,·ur:tte l!)!llr<'S, refs. I and 4 may be 
.. ,,n,ul:,·,L alth,>ugh the \'alu.:s given in the 
;tbk, 11 ill h.: f,>und adequate in the 
naj,>rit~· ,,f c;tsl!. 
lla1 ing ,.,,,w.:d thl! pw.:.:ss of design, 
.W•' ,·,ampks "ill h.: ;:iwn tl' illu~trate the 
lJ'l'l"•l.t,·h. lh.: tirst C'llnc·erns a low-pass 
ilt,·r 11 ith a maximum pt•rmittcd in-band 
•ariatit>n of.:!".,. ,(1,111 = 4·5 kHz. and the 
ir-t n,·t;\1.: · att.:nuati,>n must he in excess 
.>I' :'ill dB. ~;111 .:! " .. is approximately 0·.:! dfl 
:,, 111 -= \)·I. E\amin.tti,,n,,fTable I gives a 
,·a!u,· ,,f .\' = 6 f,,r 5.:! dB of all.:nuation. 
,\f,,, :n!-= :.1 Table J. ft>r the giv.:n mlu.:s of 
11 and .\'it is ftllllld that fl = HWJ. and this 
II tlll'll gii'CS ,;, = 4·5 .. 'HJ<)J = 4·12 Hit.. 
{c!urnm!! Ill Table I. T1 = ONJJXJ for the 
ir,t l>.Hthle ... ;tnd the rest of the d.:sign is 
ilr:lig!Htilrl\'ard, ha\'ing agreed on whid1 
mit to usc. The sc.:tllld example will be 
.ll>Jh•,1 nut in full and .:onsists of a high-
'a'' tilt.:r With a pass-band ripple t>f less 
han ttl',..,t;, =lOll lit. ;md 50 lit. rejee-
i,':l llHI'it b,· b.:tt,·r than JS dB. Sckcting 
'' ,_. ll·:'i \(• ",.l );!iws the required Mder as 
\' '" :' with 42 dB allenualillll. It was 
nbit:u ily dc,·idcd to us.: a 0·1-JtF capacitor 
llrtlU~Ihllll. ;md the tiltcr would consist of 
\\'t' ll'l units with one (f) unit. Thus. with 
r., ·.e:,·,ted f~,~~~~ Table .:!, for the lirst unit, 
) 1. 1\, = 0·0.\:i(>'(.:!xO·I x \0" 6 x 100) = 
·7~1-.!l,/~ 1 = 2x0·736/(0·1xlO-<>xJOO) 
"' 1·17·~ kn: f,H D1• R 1 = 0·0933/(2x0·1 
:<I(\.,, X lOll\ = ·l·(•(l k!2, R1 = 2 X 0·1.:!9/ 
0·1 x Ill ''x ](1\l) = .:!5·X k.O; and for the 
fl llnit R = 0·0577/(0·1 X w-<>x 100) = 
i·77 k!l. Th,· Jlnal c.:ircuit is shown in Fig. 2 
\'her,• th,· rcsistt)rs ;~r.: 5";; and th.: capaci-
••rs ar..: I( I"" tolerance. As this is a high-pass 
ilt,·r it i~ a )!l'Oll pr;~.:ticc to decouple the 
1.t.lincs.although it ishardlyevcrm:ccssary 
ur the lnw-pas~ circuib. Tho.: pcrform;mce 
~ ,lh>\1 n in Fig. 3. and t'wing to the us~: ofa 
·datively high dislt•rlion input signalth..:rc 
1·as some 2nJ harmonic breakthrough 
l•:l"w :10 J B 11 hi.:h n.:duccd thc clli.:ctiv..: 
lC.:c'llfoiO:}' nf lllC<ISliJ't:lliCIII. 
With the d..:si!!n cst;~blishcd, some of the 
in11t:Jti•liiS oft ln.: tilt..:r will now b.: Jisi.:itsscd 
a1d tht.:-;.: ,IJoulll b..: borne in min,( wht.:n 
·nn,.id..:ring a· givt.:n tiller for a given 
tppli~·atinn. In th.: lirsl place, no mention 
u, be..:n 111ad..: oftht.: pul~c response of these 
liter, and in gcn..:ral it .:an be said that the 
ti;·lic-r till! rippk. anJ the higher the order, 
h.: l!:ur.: the ov.:rsh,lot on tho.: output to a 
q•l:n\:-1\'alc input. Where the matt<:r is 
·1 i: ic:al th..:n Thumst>ll tillers"· 7 should be 
~'>:,~. ;111d thing say. the values given in 
.:!. 7. and applying the method given in the 
\;>r·.:ndi.\. value-; i>f '/', su(tahk for a 
n;1\imally·!bt delay tiller may be r..:adily 
• •Jl!:t!. On a mor.: mundane subj..:..:t can.: 
::t"t be taken tha! th..: input amplitude: cines 
:,•t ;t;>pr•>OJdl that of the h.l. supplies. Apart 
r•'m tilt: prohkm that th..: emitt..:r follnw.:rs 
iill h;l\'l' a lar);!c varia lion inoutput ~.;mrcnt 
thi' ..:an h.: minimit..:d by using constant· 
urrc·:!l i,'t.:llcrators as .:miller Jo;,d~). ampli· 
'..::lli··n th:c·ur' in tht.: b,·arl ,,f the titter, 
·.pcually n,:;Jr the l'"'~-h;u1d lin1it, whid1 
·, 11111 "'L'II ,·iJha at th..: input or output. 
"'.1i:1. til.: ili~h..:r lh..: rippk. and the hi1~ilcr 
it..: • •rdcr. tIt,· llH>r..: tile ~a in. and in pract icc, 
:•in, in th..: ord..:r lll' (1 dllor more may be 
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, TABLE 
Low-pass coofficionts 
---·------·--· 
Ripple Att. 1st 
order Elements octavo 
mdB N mdB 3 dB 
3·000 2 17 17 
3 28 28 
4 39 39 
5 51 51 
6 62 62 
7 75 75 
2·000 2 14 16 
3 26 27 
4 38 37 
5 48 49 
6 60 l10 
7 73 72 
1·000 2 11 15 
3 22 26 
4 34 36 
5 45 47 
6 57 58 
7 70 69 
0·500 2 8 14 
3 19 24 
4 30 34 
5 42 44 
6 54 55 
7 67 66 
0·100 2 3 13 
3 12 22 
4 23 31 
5 3~ 40 
6 47 52' 
7 61 62 
0·050 2 2 12 
3 10 21 
4 21 30 
5 33 39 
6 45 50 
7 57 60 
0·010 2 0·5 12 
3 5 20 
4 15 28 
5 27 37 
6 39 47' 
7 51 58 
0·005 2 0·1 12 
3 3 19 
4 12 27 
5 24 36 
6 36 46 
7 48 56 
0·000 2 12 
3 18 
4 24 
5 30 
6 36 
7 42 
1·8k 
Fig. 2. Circuit of.filter (see text). 
o, 0. ~ Single 
T, T, T, T2 T, T, T 
0·24679 0 14498 
0·53297 0 05664 0 53297 
0·93434 0 03002 0·38701 0·33397 
1·450b6 001!ll.i6 0·55407 0·12126 0 8!3650 
2·08158 0·01274 0·76191 0·06371 0·55776 0·51140 
2·82735 0 009.?7 1·00907 0 04002 0·69830 0·17759 1 25829 
0·19800 0·155·!3 
0·43142 0·06626 0 43142 
0·7~,870 0·03595 0·31426 0·36378 
1·17!.lli1 0022b5 0 4!.i057 0·14299 0·72904 
1·69411 0·01G-1R 0·62009 0·07665 0·45393 0·55843 
2·30217 0 01129 0·82164 0·04852 0·56859 0 20976 1 02·:56 
014499 0·15847 
0·32207 0·07911 0 3~207 
0·57030 0 04502 0·23623 0·31)378 
0·88955 0·02!l81 0·33978 0·17365 0 54977 
1·27'J77 0 01 ~98 0·46843 0·09696 0·34291 0·59233 
1·74096 0·01466 0·62134 0·06239 0·42998 0·25563 0 77480 
0·11164 0·14!Jli5 
0·25406 0 08727 . 0 25406 
0·45381 0 05248 0·18798 0·37808 
0·71075 0·03441 0·27148 0 19570 0·43927 
1·02482 0021\16 0·37511 0·11445 0·274QO 0·58755 
1·39602 0 01786 0·49823 0·07511 0·34479 0 28938 0 62129 
0·06709 0·11393 
0·16418 0 0~!131 
0·301:'5 0 06322 
0 47785 0 04436 
0 (i9383. 0·03233 
0·91\915 0 02·1·13 
0·05509 O·G9839 
0 1399G 0·08858 
0·260-19 0 OGS23 
0 41602 0 04728 
0 60633 0·03510 
0 83134 0 02683 
0·03572 0·06002 
0·10014 0 07721 
0·193G8 0·06519 
0·31G14 0·05112 
0-46410 0·039711 
0·64039 0 03133 
0·02982 0·05762 
0·08"157 0 07137 
0·17258 O·OG3G6 
0·28339 0·0516"0 
0·41%0 0 04107 
0 58UG9 0·03280 
0·11254 0·72508 
0·1G!l16 0·15916 
0·08613 0·29•108 
0 09836 0·25752 
0·082:;8 0·30746 
0·08832 0·28679 
016418 
0·12478 0·32588 
0·1 0252 0·21824 0 29533 
0·25396 0·1 tl323 0·18591 0 51735 
0 338?5 0·09928 0·23442 0 32722 0 42Z41 
0·13996 
0·10790 0·29955 
0·15890 0·21876 0·25711 
0·22193 0·15075 0·16146 0·48102 
0·29670 0·1 0721 0·20533 0·33048 0 36998 
0·10014 
0·08023 0·24303 
0·1:>037 0·20768 0·19477 
0·16987 0·1 ~·882 0·12436 0 40265 
0·22855 0·12006 0·15816 0·32024 0·28500 
0 08757 
0·07148 0·22170 
0·10825 0·19980 0·17515 
0·153!.)5 0·15905 0·11241 0·37299 
0·20725 0·1 2339 0·14342 0 31121 0 258~3 
0·15916 
0·20795 0·12181 
0·25752 0·09836 0 15~16 
0·11254 0·22508 0 30746 0·08239 
0·12763 0·19!l46 0 35762 0·07083 0·15916 
+l~V 
J,?o.u 
~10k 
.., 
5·6k 
>10k 
< 
.__ _______ _., ________ J.,__-12\' 
J.?o~· 
encountered. However, an empirical 
approach will soon establish th~: extent of 
·the problem and the permitted input levels 
for a given supp.ly may be ..:asily found. The 
choi<:e of ;tctive el..:mcnt will d..:pend to a 
Certain C~lel\t 01\ lht.! frt.:ljUI!IIC}' ,lf operation 
cnvisa)!cd. At the v.l.f. end, in ordt:r Ill keep 
the si;..: of c.:ap;Jcilors to rc;rs,>n:thl..: propor-
ti~>ns (;md with exact rcquir.:n1cnts it is t;tr 
casit.:r tn oht01in h>w value prcci,i•lllt:ap:tci· 
tors). Darlington pairs <lf f.c.ts should be 
used whit:h p.:rmit resist'Ms in excess of 
10 MQ. At th.: h.f. end. lu<!h fr transi:-otors 
permit rcli;t ble <'perat j,,n u r :,1, '>:ty. I 0 \11 !;. 
in dir.:et contr;tdi,tin,·ti,>ll1•' t>p-:tmp ti!tl..'l'\ 
wh.:rc l(Xl kll; reprc,~nt~ a s,·n,d<.: l11nit. 
\Vith this rail):!<'. and u,ing hi~il dt'!hi~Y 
pa.:J..:1~in 1! fpr tilt' at'!i,·c ,·!c·n:t'!ll,, 1 ide''' 
b:tnd·p;"' alllplilic'J'' I\ itho~ut tr'.!lht',>rill<'" 
or c:l:nl-.cs l>ecnJnt.: a di,tll!t:l l'''"'!'l!il\. 
A!,!ain. d.c. nil'"·" 111av di,·tatc till.' "·lc-,·11•'11 
of I."OIIIJhllll'llts: q! .. ia a di),!iLd Ji!tn '' it,·rc : 
.. 
lc~s \'\'flrld, March \970 
TADlE 2 
Hinh-pass coefficients 
-·---·--·------------
pplo Att. 1st 
dnr Elomonts octavo o, 0, o. Sinnlo 
- ··----· 
d[J N m <113 3 rtll r, r, r, r, T, T, 
·------- ··-----
ll\)0 2 17 17 0·1\I~Ci·l 0 17472 
3 ~H ~ll 0 (1<1753 0 .t.l7:C!l 0·04753 
4 39 3'l 0·0:'711 (lf1.)]7!l 0 06545 0·07585 
.. 5 ~) 1 51 0 (l17ol(i 1 3!iFI6 0 04572 0·20HR9 0 02325 
(i (;2 -~ lk 00121 7 1·D87!l:, 0·03325 O<l!l7!'3 0 04541 0 04953 
7 75 75 O·OOS% 2·73259 0·02510 0 03295 0·03627 0 14263 0 02013 
000 2 1·1 1\) 0 17791 0 162!17 
3 26 27 om;s7t o 3~ln8 0·05871 
4 :l!J 37 o o:nJ'l 0·70·1!,B 0·08060 0·06963 
5 •lS 4'1 0 021<17 1·12319 0 05622 0·17714 0·03474 
ij 60 fiO 001·1!l!i 1 6:i6<13 0 04085 0·33047 0·05580 0·04536 
7 73 72 001100 2·24373 0·03083 0·52206 0·04455 0·12076 0·02472 
000 2 11 15 0·17·171 0·15985 
3 22 26 0·0/865 0·32020 0·07865 
4 34 36 0 0<1442 0·56261 0·10723 0·06600 
5 4!1 47 0·0284fl 0 87916 0·07455 0·14587 0·04607 
6 57 58 0·01979 1·26791 0 05407 0·26125 0·07387 0·04276 
7 70 69 0·01455 1 ·72822 004077 0·40602 0·05891 0·09909 0·03269 
•500 2 8 14 0·22690 016!)27 
•3 19 24. 0·09970 0·2!)1)25 0 09970 
4 30 34 0 OG!ill2 0 4f!7()4 0·13475 0·06700 
5 42 44 O·ll:I!>G4 0 73fi18 0·09330 0·12943 0·05766 
6 54 55 0·0:•472 1·0•1B42 0·06753 0·22132 0·09224 0·04311 
7 67 66 0·01814 1·41 R51 0·05084 0·33725 0·07347 0·08753 0·04077 
~00 2 3 13 0·37757 0 22233 
3 12 22 0 15·129 0·27742 0·15429 
4 n 31 0·08-108 0·4001i7 0·20300 0·07773 
5 3!> 40 0·0~·301 057100 0·13878 0·11607 008577 
6 47 52 0 03G51 0·78360 0·09974 0·17685 0·13625 0·04896 
7 61 62 0·0266!) 1·03689 0·074 78 0·25515 0·10806 0·07741 0·059!)7 
)50 2 2 12 0·45981 0·2!i745 
3 10 21 0·180:18 0·28595 0·18098 
4 21 30 0·09724 0·38834 0·23476 0·08456 
5 33 39 00fi08!l 0 53570 0·15941 0·11579 0·09852 
6 45 50. 0 041 78 0 72162 0·11414 0·1 6803 0·15591 0·05266 
7 57 GO 0·03047 O·!l<i402 0·08537 0·23627 0·12337 0·07665 0·06846 
110 2 05 12 0·70!112 0·37242 
3 5 20 0·2C•2!16 0·32806 0·25296 
4 15 28 0 1307fl 0·38858 0·31574 0·10423 
5 27 37 008038 0·<:!)548 0·21043 0·12197 0·13005 
6 39 47 0·05·158 0·63671 0·14!)11 0·15949 0·20369 0·06291 
7 !)1 58 0·03955 0·80839 0·11083 0·21 0!)8 0·16015 0·0791 0 0·08888 
105 2 01 12 0·84936 0·43959 
3 3 19 0·2&925 0·35493 0·28925 
4 12 27 O·H678 0 39787 0·35436 0·11426 
5 24 36 O·OW138 0·4!)034 0·23401 0·12678 0·14462 
6 36 46 00603<! 0·61G75 0·16497 0·15926 0·22535 0·06791 
7 48 56 0·04362 0·77218 0·12222 0·20528 0·17662 0·08139 0·09802 
00 2 12 0·22508 0·12254 
3 18 0·15916 0·15916 0·15916 
4 24 0·29408 0 08613 0·12181 0·20795 
5 30 0·25752 0·09836 0'·09836 0·25752 0·15916 
6 36 0·30746 0 08238 0·22508 0·11254 0·08239 0·30746 
7 42 0·28679 0 08832 
ahcr of iJcnti.:al low-pass units arc 
and any otl\rts would comtitutc a 
1 nnisc probkm. In this case. a lirst 
paliiativ.: would b.: to usc p-n-p 
019846 0·12763 0 07083 0·35762 0·15916 
and let Pn = (J)c.R. 
then 
11;0 -l'o (tl;n+ jp1L'o) 
"
1 = T+Tr~ + ''o = ---i +jilt-
1_tinl! with n-p-n transistors for th.: 
ld s~:<:<lnd amplilicrs ("throwing in" 
ra emitter follower if N is odd). but 
is not gooJ cnout_!h then it will be 
ary to .revert to f~.:Jback ampliti.:rs 
vid.: the unity gain. 
·and 
~';.+ jpallo 
"o = (T+Jfi.Jtr+jiJ2) 
1dix 
llnwing analysis will inJi.:atc the way 
-:h T. has b~..:n calculated for Tables 
!. ;~:Hi will ~how how th~ method may 
J for cr.:;tting other types of 1illcrs 
ts Thomson). ConsiJcring unit (a) in 
10: 1/R'" = ()l 
N 0 ,._, OJ' for th~ ampliti..:rs. 
Ciain = I 
= input volta,:~ 
'~output volt;tg~ ofsn·111lll a111plilicr 
= output voltat:l' of tirst amp! ilia 
~ transmission fun-:tion of unit 
then 
I 
G = --·-- --- -·-· 
s2t 1trt·st 2 + I 
1 /( r ,r ~) G = ------ -·- ..... ·-· ... 
s2 +sit 1 + 1/(1 112') 
or 
<liid similar ~xpr.:ssi1'ns .:an hc d.::n~loprd 
forth.: oth..:r d.n1blc units. N'""· an)' tiil.:r 
with z~rocs at intinity can b..: l'Xpr.:sscd as 
G = r(.~ 2 +a.,+h)(s 2 +cs+cil ... l- 1 x;.( 
wh.:r.: !X = I for low-pass tillers anJ :x ::.-: s·" (or high-pas~ tillers. illld th.: valu.:s 1lf 11, b. 
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TA3lE 3 
Value of coefficient Pfor f3 dO filters 
m~ 0·500 0·100 o o~;o o o~n l) (!('!' 
Nz2 1·390 )-!).:3 2 cG0 2·F.G? 3 !1()3 
3 1·11)7 , ·3&9 1 s~ 2 1·72·' 2·07:) 
4 1·093 1·2i 3 1 276 ~ <~90 ~ 5t_.,_, 
5 1·059 1·135 1·D5 1 ·2~5 1 -~ s·. 
6 1·041 1 0'13 1·i ~i 1·168 '-::.:o 
7 1 030 1·068 1 rss 1·122 117(; 
Low·p~ss: fm ~ (,dO IP 
Hioh·pa~s: 1m = f,dB p 
off 
-10 
-20 
dB 
-3.0 
-40 
-50 50 100 
Hz 
Fig. 3. Pc~(ormallrl! of./iltcr 
c. d .... can h.: found from the math.:mati.:al 
fonnulati,,n t'fthc tilt.:r under .:onsiJ..:rati,,n. 
(Th'i'ls for a ButtctW<'rth 1\\0·..:km..:nt n..:t-
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Thomson f,,ur-dt.:m.:nt n~twork a = 5·792. 
and h = 9·140. and so llll.) 
Then, taking th.: lir~t qua\l,ratic.:xpr..:ssi<>n 
and equating cod1icients, 
a= 1/1 1 
h = l.'(t 1t2 ) 
i.e .• Ia = I Ia 
. 
12 = a//J 
But the above .:xprcssions arc rdat.:d to thc 
angular fr.:qucncy' oJ == l. and must b.: 
' conwrtcd to f = f.,. gi\ in g. 
11 ;= 1/(:!n.f~.al 
t2 = al(2r..f~,b) 
i.e., R,C 1 T1/j~ wln:rr T 1 = 1.'(2rra) 
R2C2 = T2/fm whcr.: T~ =· a:(2nl>) 
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APPENDIX D. 
PASSIVE FILTERS. 
The following are calculated values for the 
passive filters used. The bandpass filters consisted 
simply of a high and a low pass filter cascaded. 
The required bandpass sections were: 
1. 8 KHz. 12 KHz. 
2. 17 KHz. 21 KHz. 
3. 29 KHz. 33 KHz. 
Also required were~ 
4. A high pass section for signals above 45 KHz~ 
5. A low pass section for 0 to 2 KHz. 
A. Low pass filter sections. 
The filter~ consisted of fo~r sections. 
a) Two end sections for matching. 
b) The M-derived section for sharp cutoff. 
c) The prototype section for maintaining the 
attenuation level after the ~ttenuation due to 
b) pecreases. 
Fig. D.l 
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The first value to determine is m which is given 
as follows: 
m = 
where f 2 is the frequency at which cutoff 
begins and f
00 
is the frequency at which 
maximum attenuation is desired. 
For the prototype m = 1 } These are optimum For the end section m = 0.6 values. 
With a desired f 2/f of .95, i.e. the maximum attenuation 00 
occurs within 5% of the cutoff frequency. 
m /1 - (.95)2 
= 0.3 This was the value of 
m for the M-derived 
circuit. 
The formulae for determining the component values are 
as follows: 
Lk 
R 
= Tif2 
ck 
1 
= Tif2R 
where R is the load resistance, set equal to lK~. 
Then: 
L1 = mLk 
1--m2 
4m 
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1. Low pass filter for 2 KHz. (m = 0.6 for the M-derived 
section only in this case.) 
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a) End Sections. 
~L 1 = 47.8 mH. 
2C 1 = 84.88 nF. 
~c 2 = 47.8 nF. 
b) M-derived section. 
L1 = 95.5 mH. 
C1 = 42.44 nF. 
~c 2 = 47.8 nF. 
c) Prototype section. 
L1 = 159.2 mH. 
~c 2 = 79.6 nF 
2. Low ;eass filter for 12.5 KHz. 
a) End sections. 
~L1 = 7.64 mH. 
2C 1 = 13.56 nF. 
~c 2 = 7.64 nF. 
b) M-derived section. 
L1 = 7.64 mH. 
c1 = 19.28 nF. 
~c 2 = 3.82 nF. 
c) Prototy;ee section. 
L1 = 25.45 miL 
~c 2 = 12.73 nF. 
3. Low 12ass filter for 20.5 KHz. 
a) End sections. 
~L 1 = 4.66 mH. 
2C 1 = 8.28 nF. 
~c 2 = 4.66 nF. 
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b) M-derived section. 
L1 = 4.66 rnH. 
c1 = 11.76 nF. 
~C2 = 2.33 nF. 
c) Prototype section. 
L1 = 15.53 mH. 
~C2 = 7.77 nF. 
4. LOvl :eass filter for 34 KHz. 
a) End sections. 
~L1 = 2.81 mH. 
2Cl = 5.0 ·nF. 
~· • ' ' • ' 't ~ 
~C2 = 2.81 nF. 
b) M-derived section. 
L1 = 2.81 mH. 
c1 = 7.11 nF. 
~C2 = 1.41 nF. 
c) Prototy:ee section. 
L1 = 9.37 mH. 
~Cz = 4.69 nF. 
B. High :eass filter sections. 
1C, 2(, 2{, .zc. .zc. 2(, 
---1 r- --{ 1-- I I 
..C.z 
:u2 
.f' 
Ic, ~c ;z z 
FNO J£<.riDN l'f-b.ERI&'RI> Plfo roT YJOE EN I> SECT-'O"' 
Fig. 0.2 
The filter has the same four sub-sections as for 
the low pass filter. 
"m" for 1he high pass section is determined as 
follows: 
m = 11 - (f
00
/ft) 2 where f 1 is the frequency at 
which cutoff beqins and f is 
- 00 
the frequency at which maximum 
attenuation occurs. 
Again, for the prototype m = 1 
for the end section m = 0.6 
for the M-derived section m = 0.3 
The formulae for determining the component values are 
as follows: 
Lk 
R 
= 4Ilft 
ck 
1 
= 4IIflR 
where R is the load resistance set equal to lK . 
Then: c1 = ck 
m 
c2 4m ck = 1-m 2 
L2 = Lk 
m 
1. Hig:h :eass filter for 8 KHz. 
a) End sections. 
2C 1 = 33.16 nF. 
2L2 = 33.16 mH. 
~c 2 = 18.7 nF. 
b) M-derived section. 
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2C 1 = 66.3 nF. 
c2 = 13.12 nF. 
L2 = 33.15 miL 
c) Prototype section. 
2C1 = 19.9 nF. 
L2 = 9.95 rnH. 
2. Hi9:h Eass filter for 16 KHz. 
a) End sections. 
2C 1 = 16.58 nF. 
~c2 = 9.33 nF. 
2L2 = 16.58 mH. 
b) M-derived section. 
2C1 = 33.16 nF. 
c2 = 6.57 nF. 
L2 = 16.58 mH. 
c) Prototy:ee section. 
2C 1 = 9.95 nF. 
L2 = 4.975 mH. 
3. Hi9:h 12ass filter for 29.5 KHz. 
a) End sections. 
2C1 = 8.99 nF. 
~c2 = 5.06 nF. 
2L2 = 8.99 mH. 
b) M-derived section. 
2C 1 = 17.86 nF. 
c2 = 5.06 nF. 
2L2 = 8.99 mH. 
c) Prototy:ee ~settion. 
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2c 1 = 5.39 nF. 
L2 = 2.695 mH. 
4. High pass filter for 45 KHz. 
a) End sections. 
2Cl = 5.9 nF. 
J..2C2 = 3.32 nF. 
2L2 = 5.9 mH. 
b) M-derived section. 
2Cl = 11.78 nF. 
c2 = 2.33 nF. 
L2 = 5.89 mH. 
c) Prototy:ee section. 
2Cl = 3. 536 nF. 
L2 = 1.768 mH. 
A graph of the filter characteristics may be seen 
in Fig. D.3. 
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